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The influence of topology optimisation design space—from shell to volume—on the building 

structural design 

Diane Schoenmaker a, Sjonnie Boonstra a, Hèrm Hofmeyer a, Pieter Pauwels a 

a Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands 

 

Abstract 

Topology optimisation (TO) can be used to propose a structural design solution for a given building spatial 

design. TO distributes material within a design space, trying to find the optimum structural layout according to a 

certain objective. This paper presents two new so-called structural grammars within an existing toolbox to create 

design spaces with volume components. Together with an existing structural grammar, which can create design with 

flat shell components, a range of design spaces is created. 

A building spatial design is used to derive a design space with flat shell components, an entirely solid design 

space filled with volume components and a series of intermediate solutions with volume components. Robust TO is 

used in several case studies to research the influence of the design space on the proposed structural design solution 

with strain energy and usability of the structural design as objectives.  

The first case study optimises a simple building spatial design and in the final case study a portal shaped building 

is studied. Both case studies show that design spaces with volume components perform better than the design space 

with flat shells, even though local optima prevent the robust TO from finding the most optimal solutions. Some 

intermediate design spaces create structural design solutions that are harder to interpret and translate to a structural 

design with civil building members than the design space with flat shell elements and filled solid with volume 

elements. Future research should study more design spaces, the possibility for an adaptive design space, a better 

performing finite element analysis solver in terms of computation time and convergence, the possibility for non-

orthogonal and more detailed building spatial designs, and adding self-weight in the structural design model. 

 
Keywords: Building Spatial Design, Structural Design, Structural Design Grammars, Robust Topology Optimisation 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Creating a building design is a complex multi-disciplinary task for which each discipline is in the hands of a 

different team of designers and engineers. Commonly, not all teams are involved at the start of the building design 

process and it is only after the spatial design has been created that other parties, like structural engineers, are allowed 

to work on their discipline. This delay of involvement often causes these parties to be challenged with a spatial design 

lacking their disciplinary design input. Even if these parties do join the building design in the earliest stages, it still 

takes a long time to design multiple options. An architect or engineer needs over a month to complete a single design 

cycle in the conceptual design phase (Flager et al., 2009). An initial design takes an average of seven weeks to be 

completed and each additional optimisation loop, in which the design is evaluated and redesigned, takes another five 

weeks per loop according to a survey of Flager et al. (2009). Since this process is time consuming, the average number 

of loops is a low 2.8 per project (Flager et al., 2009). This low number of considered design alternatives most likely 

leads to a sub-optimal final result.  

In order to decrease the time necessary to create design solutions, Topology Optimisation (TO) can be a tool to 

generate such solutions. When used in the field of Structural Design (SD), TO finds a structural layout by distributing 

material in a certain design space and following a certain objective. With these optimisation tools, designers and 

engineers are able to explore more design solutions in the same amount of time, which will lead to a better end result.  

Several tools already use TO to find SD solutions for simple building spatial designs. However, the influences of 

the TO design space on the proposed SD of a building design are not yet clear. The design space is, in this paper, 

considered to be the available volume in which the SD can be proposed by TO. The design space consists of several 

components, that are meshed into finite elements, which will be abbreviated to elements in this paper. By changing 

the element densities, the material layout is changed. The total volume, element size and chosen element type affect 

the design space and thus the proposed SD solution. In this paper, the influence of different design spaces on the 

quality of the resulting building and SD is studied using the toolbox of Boonstra et al. (2018). This open source 

toolbox (Boonstra & Hofmeyer, 2020) enables multi-disciplinary building spatial design optimisation in the form of 

a C++ library. The focus of this study will be on the total available volume in the design space and two component 

types are used to create those design spaces. These design spaces are created by using different structural grammars, 
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which are a set of rules that extract the design space for the TO from the building spatial design. The design spaces 

range from a system with only 2D components like in Figure 1(a) to a solid design space filled with 3D components 

like in Figure 1(c) and several intermediate solutions with hollow sections and 3D components as shown in Figure 

1(b). Before these design spaces can be created and studied, the toolbox will be extended with volume components 

and two structural grammars. The results of this research can be used to contribute to a better use and understanding 

of TO in SD. Eventually the goal is to use TO in the early stages of the building design to improve the final proposed 

building design considering an increased number of design alternatives.  

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 starts with a brief summary of background and related work on 

structural TO and design spaces. In Section 3, the relevant parts of the toolbox and the added structural grammars to 

achieve the desired design spaces are explained. The toolbox is used in two main case studies and several smaller 

case studies in Section 4, of which the results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusion and 

future research recommendations are presented. 

 

2. Background and Related Work 

TO aims to maximise the performance of a design by distributing material within a given design space and certain 

given boundary conditions. This performance can be based on one or multiple performance objectives, such as 

minimizing the strain energy of an SD, but can also take into account the energy performance of a building (Boonstra 

et al., 2018), construction costs (Chan & Wong, 2008; Liang et al., 2000; Gan, et al., 2019) and low carbon emission 

during construction (Gan, et al., 2019). The goal of this research is to investigate the influence of the TO design space 

on the SD and has a low strain energy as an objective.  

There are multiple ways to create an SD with the use of TO, but many optimisation methods are still not 

widespread and many issues need to be solved (Boonstra, et al., 2018). An overview of commonly used TOs in SD 

is shown in Figure 2. This overview is far from complete as new methods are still being developed, and existing 

strategies are modified or combined to create new hybrids. Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are heuristic approaches 

using nature inspired techniques to come to an optimal solid(black) and void(white) solution, but can also be used to 

find grey scale solutions. Several EA approaches are for instance: Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Chan & Wong, 2008; 

Gan, et al., 2019; Flager et al., 2009); Genetic Programming (GP) (Baldock & Shea, 2006; Soh & Yang, 2000); and 

Evolutionary Structural Optimisation (ESO) (Xie & Steven, 1993; Chu et al., 1999). However, EAs are known for 

their high computation time and are thus computationally expensive, especially for models with a number of elements 

that exceed 104 (Munk et al., 2015; Rozvany, 2009). 

For models with a high number of elements, which is the case in this paper, a gradient-based method can save 

computation time. One of the earliest, but still commonly used, gradient-based approaches using an optimality criteria 

solver, is the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) approach (Bendsøe & Sigmund, 1999). This method 

uses continuous variables to create different material densities within the model. Sigmund uses the SIMP approach 

to create a 99-line MATLAB script for a simple beam (Sigmund, 2001). However, the grey areas, which are areas 

with densities between one (black) and zero (white), are hard to interpret in physical terms (Aulig & Olhofer, 2016). 

The problem with the SIMP method is that a density value of zero is not allowed due to singularity problems, and 

thus adding a black and white filter to this approach is not possible. Therefore, Sigmund (2007) added a variable to 

make this possible without the structure becoming singular due to zero stiffness components. In Andreassen et al. 

(2011), several extensions to this modified SIMP approach are given, like the Heaviside projection filter which uses 

 
Figure 1. Exploded views of the TO design space of a cubical shaped building design with (a) the flat shell grammar, (b) the partial volume 

grammar and (c) the volume grammar. 
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the extra variable to create an almost black and white solution. These methods are used by Hofmeyer et al. (2017), 

where the Heaviside projection is modified to construct a robust topology optimiser that can create an even better 

almost black and white solution. The robust topology optimiser is used to assess floor parts and an eight-level 

concrete building built up by hexahedron elements. 

TOs utilise a design space in which material is redistributed until the convergence towards an SD solution is 

achieved. The design space can be either static or dynamic. For example, in the work of Davila Delgado & Hofmeyer 

(2013), the design space and spatial design are optimised in each design loop to match the newly found optimised 

SD. However, the focus of this research is the influence of the design space on the distribution of structural material, 

therefore multiple static design spaces are researched. The design space influences the structural solution that can be 

derived from TO. In the work of Steiner et al. (2017), an architectural floorplan is used as a design space to optimise 

the structural layout by placing slabs, columns and beams. In Gan et al. (2019), not only the structural layout of the 

floorplan is optimised, but the individual elements are as well. In the work of Liang et al. (2000), the façade of a 

multi-storey building is used as design space to optimise the steel framework with squared flat shell elements. In the 

previous mentioned work of Davila Delgado & Hofmeyer (2013), the design space, which exists of surfaces of 

multiple 3D building zones, is optimised with structural components such as flat shells, columns and beams. 

Hofmeyer & Davila Delgado (2015) use this same design space to find an optimised solution with meshed flat shell 

elements. Studies on hierarchic 3D structures in SD, however, are still rare. On a small-scale, Wu et al. (2019) use 

2D and 3D hierarchical lattice structures to optimise beams. In Christiansen et al. (2015) tetrahedral elements are 

used to create an SD within a small 3D design space, e.g. beams, furniture, and roof supports. Design spaces that 

consist of entire spatial building design volumes suitable for hierarchic 3D structures are not yet widely researched, 

the first being Hofmeyer et al.  (2017). In their work, they present a floor slab and a multilevel concrete building with 

a 3D design space filled with hexahedron-shaped elements. The design space is optimised using robust TO. The 

results from their paper will be used to compare the results obtained in this paper. The influence of the design space 

is evaluated by considering the layout of the optimal solution, the performance of the SD and the computation time. 

Since little research has been carried out on the influence of the design space on the SD solutions as proposed by 

TO, the research presented in this paper contributes to this topic. Thereby assisting future designers with TO tools to 

increase the number of SD possibilities that can be explored during the design phase of the building process.  

  

3. Methodology 

The research in this paper uses the Building Spatial design Optimisation (BSO) toolbox of Boonstra et al. (2018). 

This BSO toolbox, among others, enables multi-disciplinary building spatial design optimisation in the form of an 

open source C++ library (Boonstra & Hofmeyer, 2020). With this library, building spatial design optimisation can 

be developed and researched. The structure of the toolbox is shown in the Unified Modelling Language (UML) 

diagram of Figure 3. Since the focus of this research is on the SD, the building physics design part is outside the 

scope of this paper. All other individual parts will be further explained in the following subsections. 

The toolbox needs the user to define the building spatial design and choose the design grammar(s) and the 

optimisation method. Grammars are sets of rules that generate domain-specific information that is required to, for 

example, evaluate the objective functions in that domain. In the toolbox, the SD grammars will take a conformal 

model as input to generate domain-specific information based on user-defined design rules and create an SD model. 

 

Figure 2. Overview of several topology optimisation methods. 

Topology Optimisation Gradient Based  

Evolutionary/ 

stochastic 

Optimality Criteria (OC) 

Numerical solvers (MMA) 
  

Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

Genetic Programming (GP) 

Evolutionary Structural Optimisation (ESO) 

Solution technique Solvers 
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The conformal model breaks down the building spatial design into a geometry and a building design level. This extra 

information is needed to derive the structural model from the building spatial design with the use of a structural 

design grammar. Currently, the toolbox can use the derived SD model together with the derived building physics 

design, to evaluate the performance of the spatial design. The spatial design is then modified to hopefully improve 

the structural and building physics performance. 

3.1. Building Spatial Design Model 

A building spatial design is required as input to create the conformal model, from which the structural model can 

be derived. The user provides the number of spaces with an ID number, height, length, width, and location in the 

model as input. From this input, spaces are created within the building spatial model with the previously listed 

properties. All spaces must meet three conditions during input to create a design search space for the building spatial 

design, in which physically and technically feasible solutions can be found. The first condition states that spaces 

cannot overlap. Overlap of spaces is unpractical and might cause erroneous results in subsequent design analysis. A 

second condition states that all spaces must be orthogonal because of practicality and to ensure the design space of 

the building spatial design is of a manageable size. The final condition states that all spaces must be connected in an 

orthogonal grid. 

3.2. Conformal Model 

The conformal model can be derived from the spatial design model. In a conformal model, no intersections 

between its geometry entities are allowed. However, vertices of the entities are allowed to coincide. A non-conformal 

building design model can be translated to a conformal model by coinciding the nodes of both crossing components 

in order to create a joint. Two examples of this translation are given in Figure 4. For more in depth information about 

the derivation a reference is made to Hofmeyer et al. (2011) and to Boonstra et al. (2018).  The conformal model 

consists out of two models, each with a different level of building spatial design information: the building conformal 

model and the geometry conformal model. An example of their cooperation is shown in Figure 5. This distinction is 

useful when several discipline-specific design requirements are to be defined. For example, when several structural 

entities intersect, they should have a joint where they coincide. However, when a live load is applied, it should be 

placed on the entire floor of a space and therefore the building design level should be used. 

The building conformal model describes the spatial building design i.e. spaces, surfaces, edges and points. The 

geometry model describes the conformal geometry of the building design by cuboids, rectangles, lines and vertices. 

Both of these levels are linked to one another, and the relationships between the levels and their entities are shown 

in the UML diagram in Figure 6. Every point is linked to a vertex, every edge to one or multiple lines, every surface 

to one or multiple rectangles, and every space to one or multiple cuboids. Additionally, within a level all entities 

depend on or are associated with each other, since a line, for example, is realised by the connection of two vertices 

and the vertices can belong to one or multiple lines. 
 

 
Figure 3. UML class diagram of the toolbox and the user defined programs (Boonstra et al., 2018).  
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Figure 4. Examples of non-conformal surfaces and how they can be represented in a conformal model by entities like vertices, lines 

and rectangles (Boonstra et al., 2018). 

 

 
Figure 5. Geometry Level and Building Design Level within the Conformal Model (Boonstra et al., 2019). 

 

3.3 Structural Design Model 

After the conformal model is created, the structural model can be developed using the structural design grammars. 

These grammars will be explained after getting an understanding of the SD model. The SD model holds all the 

information that is needed to create, analyse, and optimise the SD. The SD model consists of a set of geometries, 

points and meshed points, and a Finite Element Analyses (FEA) model. A UML diagram is shown in Figure 7.   

A structural grammar can create several geometry components in the SD model and these structural components 

together form the design space for TO. Geometry components can be line segments, quadrilaterals, and quadrilateral 

faced hexahedrons, which are abbreviated to quad hexahedrons in this paper. Each geometry is associated with a set 

of points and loads, constraints and a structure can be assigned to a geometry. The assigned structure contains a string 

with the component structural type (beam, truss, flat shell, quad hexahedron) and material properties (Young’s 

modulus E, Poisson’s ratio v, thickness, surface area).  
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Figure 6. UML diagram of the Conformal Model (Boonstra, et al., 2018). 

 

The FEA model is used for all calculations that are necessary to assess the structural performance and to execute 

the TO. All geometry components of the SD model are meshed into a grid of meshed points. These meshed points 

are used to create the elements in the FEA model. Properties such as loads, constraints and structures are inherited 

from the matching geometry component. The mesh size can be provided by the user and can be either the total number 

of elements in which a direction must be meshed, or the maximum element length.  

All meshed elements exist of two to eight nodes. Every node has three Degrees of Freedom (DOF), or six DOFs 

if the node belongs to a flat shell component. For each element, a stiffness matrix can be derived by numerically 

integrating the element equations, which are based on internal strains, nodal displacements and the material properties 

of an element. The stiffness matrices of all elements can then be combined, by adding coinciding nodes into a global 

stiffness matrix. The structural deformation can be determined by adding the forces and the constraints to the SD 

model and solving for equilibrium. For each node, the nodal displacement is then known and the strain energy can 

be determined. After a structural model is meshed, TO can be used to find an optimal SD solution. For more in-depth 

information about the structural model in the toolbox, reference is made to Boonstra et al. (2019).  

In the BSO toolbox multiple TO strategies are available. For the research presented in this paper, the robust TO 

strategy is used because of its relatively low computation time compared to evolutionary and stochastic solution 

techniques, and the easy interpretable physical terms compared to other gradient based methods. Robust TO is, as 

presented by Hofmeyer et al. (2017) and shown in Figure 8, used as an iterative process that aims to minimise the 

strain energy of the SD, while maintaining the volume of the total placed structural volume without changing the 

total volume of the design space. To achieve this, robust TO uses the volume fraction f, an input variable, that 

describes the ratio between the placed structural volume and total volume of the design space. During the TO process, 

element densities are varied by the TO between 0% and 100% in order to find an optimal solution, and eventually 

the density of each element will be changed to 0 (void) or 1 (solid) to create a robust SD. The iterative process of 

distributing material stops when one of the convergence criteria is met. The first criterion states that the difference 

of the new vector of element densities x and the previous vector of element densities x0 is smaller than the given 

tolerance, which is another input variable in the TO function. The tolerance level in this research is set at 0.01, so the 

condition is |𝒙𝟎 − 𝒙| < 0.01. Other input variables are filter radius rmin, penalisation factor p, and factor xmove, which 

are explained in Appendix C and in Hofmeyer et al. (2017). The other convergence criterion is reached when a 

maximum number of iterations took place, which is set to 50 in this study. Each time one of these two convergence 

criteria is met, a factor β is doubled to change the search path. Robust TO needs a high factor β to achieve 

convergence, but when β is high, small changes of the design variables could lead to strong changes in the densities. 

Therefore, β starts with a value of 1 and is increased until β reaches 256. Then, convergence is reached and the TO 

finishes by updating the densities in the SD model. For more in-depth information about robust TO, reference is made 

to Appendix C and Hofmeyer et al. (2017). 
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Figure 7. UML Diagram of Structural Design Model. 

 

 
Figure 8. The process of robust topology optimisation. 

3.4. Structural Design Grammars 

An SD grammar is a set of rules that can be used to develop an SD model from a conformal model. The goal of 

this research is to find how the available TO design space, which is the volume in which the SD solutions can be 

proposed, influences the building and SD. To create a range of TO design spaces from a building spatial design, the 
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already available Flat Shell Grammar (FSG) and two new expansions of the toolbox, the Volume Grammar (VG) 

and the Partial Volume Grammar (PVG), are used. In Figure 9, the three possible types of design spaces created by 

the three structural grammars are shown, including the names of the entities that are used in this paper. The largest 

difference between these design spaces is the level of freedom of material distribution. The FSG places quadrilateral 

components on each surface, which are 2D and can only be meshed in two directions and thus no variation of density 

is possible over the thickness. The VG creates a volume component in each space, which can be meshed in three 

directions, thus creating more possibilities for material distribution and thus more SD options. The PVG creates 

design spaces in between the FSG and VG, by placing volume components, as the VG, but aligned with the centre 

of each surface, like the FSG. By varying the user-defined thickness of the volume, design spaces similar to the ones 

created by the FSG and the VG can be created. The upcoming subsections will explain the three grammars in more 

detail. 

 
Figure 9.  The different models and their termonology for their model’s components. First the Conformal Model is derived from the Building 

Spatial Model using a grammar, resulting in a Conformal Model with two levels: the Geometry level and the Building Design level. Then 

by choosing a structural design grammar the possible SD Models can be derived from the Conformal Model. 

3.4.1. Flat Shell Grammar (FSG) 

The goal of the FSG is to create an SD model with structural components in the SD model for rectangles and 

lines of the conformal model. The structural components are assigned a structural type by the FSG. A rectangle is 

assigned either a flat shell, beam, truss or no structure, depending on the user input for the building spatial design. In 

this research, flat shells are the only structural type used in the FSG grammar. Therefore, beams, trusses and no 

structures are outside the scope of this paper.  

 Each rectangle that belongs to one or multiple surfaces of the conformal building model can be assigned a 

rectangle rule set to the rectangle component in the SD model by the SD grammar. If the structural type is a flat shell, 

then a quadrilateral component is created and added to the SD model. Next, the rectangle is a categorised as either a 

floor or a wall according to its normal vector n, and the unit vector �̂� = [0 0 1]𝑇. If the absolute angle is larger than 

45º, a rectangle is considered to be a floor (|𝒏 ∠ �̂�| > 45°). In this case, a live load of 5 kN/m2 is applied on the 

structural component. If the rectangle does not meet the floor requirement, it is assumed to be a wall. If a rectangle 

is external (only belongs to exactly one surface) and is above ground level (𝑧 ≥ 0), a wind load is applied. Depending 

on the direction of the wind and the façade orientation, the wind load type could be pressure, suction or shear. In this 

research, only orthogonal building designs are considered, and wind loads are solely applied orthogonally to the 

façade components, with the magnitudes that are described in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Wind load types and their magnitude 

Wind load type Magnitude 

Pressure 1.0 kN/m2 

Suction 0.80 kN/m2 

Shear 0.40 kN/m2 

After all rectangles have been assigned the correct structural components and loads, the grammar can move on 

to the line segments of the conformal model. For every rectangle of the conformal model that is assigned a rule set, 

the line segments that belong to that rectangle are given the same structural type. Since only flat shells are used, 

nothing is created for the line segments. Next, all line segments that have a horizontal orientation and are at or below 

the ground floor (𝑧 ≤ 0), are given constraints that prevents displacement in the x-, y- and z-direction. If a line 

segment has no structure, only the nodes on both ends of the line segment are constrained. The SD model design 

space is now created and ready for analysis and TO. For more details about the FSG and other structural types, see 

Boonstra et al. (2019). 

3.4.2. Volume Grammar (VG) 

The VG has a similar approach to get to an SD model as the FSG. The goal, however, is not to create a model 

with 2D and 1D elements, like flat shells, trusses and beams, but to create a model with quad hexahedron components. 

Each cuboid in the conformal geometry model can be added as a quad hexahedron component to the SD model. The 

returned SD design space is entirely solid and does not have hollow sections like the design space as returned by the 

FSG.  

The VG starts by checking each cuboid in the geometry conformal model for its structural type, which is given 

by the user input. Currently, the only structural type available for cuboids of the conformal model are quad 

hexahedron components and elements. In this research, all quad hexahedrons that are created, are assigned the same 

properties (Young’s Modulus E, Poisson’s ratio v, etc.). However, multiple types can be added and assigned in the 

same model by the user. After the creation of a quad hexahedron component, it is added to the SD model and assigned 

a structure that stores the material properties by the VG. 

Next, the loads and constraints are assigned to the SD by the VG with the information that is held by the rectangles 

and line segments in the conformal model. This happens in a similar way and with the same values as in the FSG. 

All rectangles in the conformal model are checked, and live and wind loads are assigned to low stiffness 

quadrilaterals. These low stiffness quadrilaterals are necessary to transfer loads to the quad hexahedron elements. 

When the SD model is meshed, all components are meshed into smaller elements. The loads and constraints are 

transferred via coinciding nodes from the loaded flat shell elements and constrained line segment elements to the 

quad hexahedron elements. The SD model now exists of quad hexahedron components in all spaces that were 

assigned a structural type, loads and constraints, and is ready to be meshed into quad hexahedron elements, analysed, 

and topologically optimised. The quad hexahedron elements consist of eight nodes and each node has three DOFs.   

To verify the quad hexahedron element and its use, two appendices are presented. In Appendix A the quad 

hexahedron elements are benchmarked by comparing the results for a situation of a single quad hexahedron element 

in the toolbox with the same case in ANSYS. In Appendix B, the VG is used to find an optimal SD solution for an 

eight-level concrete building and the results are compared with the results of Hofmeyer et al. (2017). 

3.4.3. Partial Volume Grammar 

In the FSG, only flat shells are assigned to the rectangles of the conformal model. The FSG creates a 2D 

component with a thickness. The idea of the PVG is to make these 2D components actual 3D components. The 

location of the 2D component is the centreline of the newly created 3D component. This process creates an overlap 

between adjacent components, and this could cause problems in the model. Therefore, the component is split up in 

vertex, line and rectangle quad hexahedron components as can be seen in Figure 10. Doing this for all rectangles of 

a space will leave a hollow section in the middle, just like in the FSG SD model. The length (x), width (y) and height 

(z) of this SD model are, due to the expansion, larger than the initial input of the building design by the user. However, 

it is expected that during the TO, the material is distributed where loads and constraints are applied. Therefore, loads 

and constraints will be placed on the rectangles and line segments of the conformal model. These rectangles and lines 

will be on the centrelines of the created quad hexahedrons in this SD model. It is therefore important that these 

components are meshed in an even number of elements over the thickness t, so the meshed nodes of the quad 

hexahedrons will coincide with the meshed loaded low stiffness flat shells and constrained meshed line segments. 

The PVG starts by creating quad hexahedrons from every rectangle in the conformal model, see Figure 10. The 

user provides the desired thickness t and the grammar calculates a set of eight vertices that are used to generate the 

quad hexahedron for the SD model. This quad hexahedron component is assigned a structure that holds the material 

properties. For all line segments and vertices of the conformal geometry model, these steps are repeated and are 
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shown in Figure 10. Loads and line segments are applied to the SD model the same way as happens in the VG. For 

a more detailed derivation of the quad hexahedron components, a reference is made to Appendix D. The SD model 

is now ready for meshing, FEA and TO. One building spatial design can now be used to derive three different SD 

models and compare the influence of the design space on the proposed SD after robust TO. 

 
Figure 10. Translating the conformal rectangle into quad hexahedron components in the SD model. From left to right: A rectangle quad 

hexahedron, a line quad hexahedron and a vertex quad hexahedron. 

 

4. Case Studies 

In this section, the three grammars are used for two main case studies and five appended case studies, that analyse 

the influence of the design space on the SD. The FSG and VG will be used as the extremes and PVGs will be used 

to create intermediate design spaces. The first main case study is a simple building spatial design with two stacked 

spaces. The goal of this case study is to investigate the differences and similarities between the different TO solutions 

and see which design space performs best in terms of the total strain energy. Furthermore, some adjustments to save 

computation time are suggested after this first case study as preparation for the final case study, and research to these 

suggestions is appended. This final case study aims at a more realistic design scenario to see the influence of the 

design space on a larger scale, which is computationally more expensive.  

It is expected that these case studies show that the FSG will create SDs with the highest strain energies relative 

to the other grammars. The FSG cannot distribute structural material over the thickness. The partial volume and VG 

are more flexible in the arrangement of material since material can be variably placed over the thickness. The VG is 

expected to give the best results, because the entire building space can be used to transfer loads smoothly from floors 

and walls to the foundation. The PVG with the highest thickness is expected to show the most similarities with the 

VG and will therefore expectedly give second-best results.  

4.1 Case study 1 - Two stacked building spaces 

A building design consisting of two stacked building spaces is studied via five different design spaces: using 

the FSG, using the PVG with three different thicknesses (600, 1200 and 1800 mm), and using the VG. These 

thicknesses are chosen to make sure that the number of elements over the thickness is even and that the use of the 

same mesh size is possible in all cases. The five building design spaces are illustrated in Figure 11. Each building 

design space is optimised using four different amounts of placed structural volume. To make sure the total placed 

structural volume is the same for each SD design space with a different total available volume, the volume fraction f 

is calculated for each case individually. The total volume of the five design spaces and the four volume fractions for 

each design space are shown in Table 2, giving twenty different cases. Besides the individual model settings, there 

are also some general settings: the mesh size = 150 mm, E = 30,000 N/mm2, v = 0.3, rmin = 165 mm, p = 3.0, η =0.2 

and the TO tolerance = 0.01. 

     
 

Building spatial design FSG 300 PVG 600 PVG 1200 PVG 1800 VG 

Figure 11. Building spatial design and five different TO design spaces. Note that except VG all design spaces contain voids. 
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The results of the robust TO for a placed structural volume of 13.50 m3 are shown in Figure 12, including a global 

structural system diagram as interpreted by a user. The blue transparent cubes are quad hexahedron elements with a 

density of zero and the red quad hexahedrons have a density of one. The FSG shows a beam structure, while the other 

four solutions show a plate structure. This is probably because the FSG cannot distribute structural material over the 

thickness of the components. The VG is more flexible, resulting in smoother wall and floor surfaces with arches in 

the middle to transfer the loads from floor to the walls. The PVG has the same level of freedom but can also place 

material outside of the originally imagined façade. Figure 12 shows that only a few blocks are placed outside the 

original imagined façade, but this space is mostly left unused. On the inside of the PVG1200 and PVG1800 a box 

forms at the boundaries of the design space, which could be a boundary effect. The results of the PVG TOs are less 

smooth than the VG and seem to have more irregularities. This could be because the load is in between two layers of 

elements and forces are transferred alternately from one side of the loaded flat shell and the other.  

The structural performance of each case is tracked in Figure 13 by plotting the total strain energy against the total 

placed structural volume per case. On average, it is shown that the VG has the best performances and the FSG the 

worst. The results of the PVGs are roughly between the FSG and VG solutions, which is as expected. However, the 

PVG with a thickness of 600 is expected to be close to the FSG, and the PVG with a thickness of 1800 close to the 

VG, but this is not the case. This is unexpected, since the design space of the PVG600 fits inside of the design spaces 

of the PVG1200 and the PVG1800, and so these last two should be able to come up with the same or a better SD 

solution than the PVG600. It is expected that local optima disturb the global results, since the results are not optimal 

and no method to escape local optima was used. Another problem that appeared in this case study is the computation 

time, which should be reduced if a larger study, like the final case study, is optimised.   

Table 2. The five cases of the two stacked building spaces and their properties. 

Case study FSG 300 PVG 600 PVG 1200 PVG 1800 VG 

Thickness [mm] 300 600 1200 1800 - 

Total volume design space [m3] 29.70 57.89 115.34 176.26 54.00 

Placed volume 1 [m3] 17.55 17.55 17.55 17.55 17.55 

f1 [-] 0.5909 0.3032 0.1522 0.0996 0.3250 

Placed volume 2 [m3] 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.50 13.50 

f 2 [-]  0.4545 0.2332 0.1170 0.0766 0.2500 

Placed volume 3 [m3] 9.45 9.45 9.45 9.45 9.45 

f 3 [-]  0.3182 0.1632 0.0819 0.0536 0.1750 

Placed volume 4 [m3] 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 5.40 

f 4 [-]  0.1818 0.0933 0.0468 0.0306 0.1000 
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Figure 121. TO solutions for the stacked building spaces case study. All buildings are exposed to live loads and wind loads in four 

directions. On the right a schematic proposed structural system as interpreted by the user is shown. 

4.2. Case study 2 - A portal shaped building 

In the final case study, the influences of the design space on the SD on a building level are studied. The portal 

shaped building that is used for this case study is shown in Figure 14. It is expected that local optima will occur in 

this case study as well, but it is relevant to see to what extent this might happen and how the grammars perform on 

this scale.  

This study uses the settings that are considered to be the best choice out of five small case studies, which are 

enclosed in Appendix E, F, G, H and I. In these studies research is done on respectively mesh convergence, changing 

the initial conditions of the TO, removing the outer elements in the PVGs, multithreading with BiCGSTAB, and an 

extra convergence criterion. The study of Appendix E concludes that the mesh size did not the disturb the 

convergence to an optimal result. However, changing the start solution to stochastic results in Appendix F concludes 

that not one of the best local optima was found and confirms that local optima prevent the TO from finding a good 

solution. In Appendix G, adjusting the PVG by removing elements that are outside of the building spatial design 

from the design space, was considered to be an unfair comparison with the FSG and therefore was not applied in the 

final case study. To decrease computation time, the settings suggested for multithreading, BiCGSTAB and the extra 
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convergence study of Appendix H and I, are applied in the final case study. The extra convergence criterion, based 

on the criterion in He et al. (2020), checks whether the total change of the compliance in the last 2*N iterations is 

bigger than a given convergence tolerance τ, if not β is changed. The final study will use BiCGSTAB as the FEA 

solver with a relative tolerance of 1E-3 and this solver is multithreaded over four threads. The extra convergence 

criterion is added with N = 8 and the τ = 1E-3. In total eight cases are studied: the FSG with a thickness of 600 mm, 

the PVG with a thickness of 600 and 1800 mm and the VG. Each will have two different volume fractions f. All 

individual settings are shown in Table 3. The general settings are kept the same as in the first case study, except for 

the mesh size and rmin, which are increased: the mesh size = 300 mm, E = 30,000 N/mm2, v = 0.3, rmin = 330 mm, p 

= 3.0, η =0.2 and the TO tolerance = 0.01. 

 
Figure 13. Performance of the different structural grammars for two stacked building spaces. 

 

Table 3. The five different building spatial designs of the two stacked building spaces and their properties for two different numbers of 

placed structural volume 

Case study FSG 600 PVG 600 PVG 1800 VG 

Thickness [mm] 300 600 1800 - 

Total volume design space 

[m3] 
1728 2122 5719 5184 

Placed volume 1 [m3] 1037 1037 1037 1037 

f1 [-] 0.6000 0.48855 0.18130 0.2000 

Placed volume 2 [m3] 674 674 674 674 

f2 [-] 0.3900 0.31753 0.11784 0.1300 

 

 
Figure 14. The Arch shaped building design and its dimensions (Boonstra, et al., 2019). 
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The eight cases are optimised with the robust TO, and the strain energies of each SD and the structural layout 

will be compared. Out of the eight cases, one case did not converge in the BiCGSTAB calculation. For this case, the 

VG with a placed volume of 674 m3, switching to a direct solver or a different preconditioner in BiCGSTAB did find 

a solution. From the non-converging TO iteration step and onwards, the BiCGSTAB solver was switched to direct 

solver simplicial LDLT to solve the remaining robust TO, as this is faster than the other available preconditioners for 

BiCGSTAB. The strain energy for the eight cases can be found in Table 4 and the visualisation of the proposed SDs 

in Figure 15.  

The compliances are similar to the compliance found in the first case study: the FSG performs worse than the 

PVG and VG, with a strain energy that is at least twice as high. In contrast to the PVG and the VG, the FSG does not 

have internal wall or beam structures: material is only distributed in loaded planes. The PVG600, FSG and VG show 

smoother results than the PVG1800. The PVG1800 has many irregularities especially outside the original building 

spatial design. This material distribution is unwanted and is difficult for an engineer to translate to an SD. This 

translation to an SD is done for the VG with a placed structural volume of 1037 m3 and is shown in Figure 16. All 

results are influenced by local optima and therefore the best performing grammar is hard to point out. If a combination 

of compliance and usability is assessed, the PVG600 and VG have created the best performing design spaces 

compared to the FSG and PVG1800.  

Table 4. Results of the arch shaped building case study. The strain energy of the proposed building design by three different structural 

grammars after robust topology optimisation. 

Case study FSG PVG600 PVG1800 VG 

Placed structural volume [m3] 1037 1037 1037 1037 

Strain Energy [Nmm] 1,698,960 596,750 669,471 668,878 

Placed structural volume [m3] 674 674 674 674 

Strain Energy [Nmm] 3,786,850 1,324,770 1,595,160 1,387,860 

 

5. Discussion 
In this paper, two structural grammars are presented and added to an existing toolbox (Boonstra, et al., 2018), to 

research the influence of the TO design space on the suggested SD. The first structural grammar, the VG, creates 

volumes from every space in the building spatial design. The second structural grammar, the PVG, creates volumes 

around every surface in the building spatial design, thus leaving hollow sections. Together with the already existing 

FSG, these structural grammars create a range of design spaces, that are used in several case studies. After performing 

robust TO, the proposed SD solutions were evaluated and compared on their structural layout and performance in 

terms of strain energy. It should be noted that: the results are not as expected, case studies have been performed 

without self-weight of the structure and with limited building spatial designs options, the results have to be interpreted 

by the user, and the problem size is computationally expensive and sensitive to no-convergence errors with the used 

BiCGSTAB settings. Therefore, some critical remarks must be made. 

Local optima. In TO, local optima are often the found solutions, but often do not represent the global optimum. 

Global optimisation methods do exist, but they cannot handle the problem size of a typical TO problem (Bendsøe & 

Sigmund, 2004). The chosen parameters and starting solution are of importance to which SD solution is found. In 

Verbart (2015), research is performed regarding parameters, starting solutions, and finding good local optimum 

solutions by using stress constrained two-dimensional continuum TO.  

Self-weight of the structure. Another setting that could be studied is the influence of the self-weight of the created 

structure. Currently only wind and live loads are considered, and the results show relatively flat floors and roofs.  

Taking the self-weight of the structure into account could result in more arch-shaped structures and could distribute 

the material differently over the spanning length. Self-weight becomes mainly important in high rise and large span 

structures. Since the portal shaped building is not high-rise or large span, it was decided not to add the self-weight of 

the structure for simplicity. 

Expanded building spatial design. When using the FSG and PVG, the robust TO is able to place material outside 

of the original building spatial design. It is questionable whether a designer would want a structure that is placed 

outside of the building spatial design. Another critical remark about this expanded volume is that the VG does not 

have this expanded space around the original building spatial design, so comparing the grammars is therefore not 

entirely fair. This was compensated by placing the loads and constraints at the same places. 

Limited building spatial design options. The toolbox only works with orthogonal building spatial designs that are 

placed inside an orthogonal grid, and façade, wall, or floor openings cannot be assigned. This is beneficial for the 

simplicity of this design space study, but a designer or engineer might wish to be able to create non-orthogonal 

building designs and to restrict where structural elements are placed. If non-orthogonality would be implemented, 

the creation of the PVG design spaces will experience several problems, especially around the quad hexahedron node 

components that are created. The PVG should be changed to make non-orthogonality possible. 
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Interpretation. The toolbox delivers an SD that is not detailed yet. An engineer should interpret the solution and 

design a structure inspired by this design solution, as was done in Figure 12 and 16. Furthermore, it could be that the 

proposed solution is hard to realise when considering manufacturability. The current use of the toolbox could 

therefore be to explore SD solutions at the beginning of the design process. 

Computationally expensive. The problem sizes presented in this paper are already computationally expensive, 

which therefore limits the problem size. With the use of multithreading and BiCGSTAB the computation time 

decreased significantly, but in large problems, like the case presented in Section 4.2, BiCGSTAB does not always 

converge and a slower alternative has to be used. Searching for a reliable solver and a way to decrease the computation 

time is necessary when the problem size increases. 
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Figure 15. The proposed structural design by robust topology optimisation for four different design spaced and two different amounts of 

placed structural volume in these design spaces. For each case the proposed structural design and a section of the structural design are 

shown.  
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Figure 16. On the left a sectioned view of the proposed structural design solution by the volume grammar with a total placed structural 

volume of 1037 m3 and on the right a translation to a schematic structural design as interpreted by the user. 

6. Conclusion and outlook 

This paper presents two new structural grammars, that have been added to an already existing toolbox to research 

the influence of the design space on the SD. These structural grammars and an already existing structural grammar 

create design spaces ranging from flat shell walls and floors to an entirely solid building spatial design. In two main 

case studies the influence of these design spaces on the structural design has been evaluated. 

The first case study creates design spaces for a building spatial design of two stacked spaces. Results show that, 

as expected, the design spaces with volume elements perform better than the design space with flat shells. By 

comparing the design spaces with volume elements, it can be concluded that local optima prevent several cases from 

reaching a global optimum or a local optimum close to this global optimum.  

In the final case study, it is concluded that local optima still disturb the results and that irregularities in PVGs 

with a large thickness create difficult to interpret design solutions. A design space with quadrilateral components 

performs worse than a design space with quad hexahedron components in terms of compliance. However, in terms 

of interpretation the FSG and VG show clear structures and are therefore easier for an engineer to interpret. PVGs 

with a low ratio between the mesh size and the thickness are also easy to interpret. For the best SDs, in terms of 

usability and compliance, the design spaces created by the VG and PVG with a low thickness to mesh size ratio are 

recommended. 

This conclusion in combination with the critical remarks made in Section 5 lead towards an outlook on future 

research. (i) Additional research regarding the influence of the design space is necessary. Due to local optima and a 

limited number of cases, more research could help draw a more substantiated conclusion on the influence of the 

design space on the SD. Using a different TO method could lead to a better convergence of the final result, and 

creating more cases gives a better insight in what parts of the design space are preferably used for placing structural 

volume. (ii) An adaptive design space is relevant for research, by removing elements in the design space with a 

density of zero for multiple consecutive loops, computation time could be saved. This computation time reduction 

would allow for a finer mesh or a bigger model. The new design space could also be re-meshed during the TO after 

deleting elements, converging towards a smoother structure. (iii) Before larger problems can be researched, more 

studies relating to the solver of the FEA have to be done. Currently, BiCGSTAB does not always converge towards 

a solution, more research into solvers and preconditioners could improve the chance that a solution is found without 

having to gain additional computation time by switching to a slower solver. (iv) Currently, only orthogonal building 

spatial designs are allowed. Adding a tetrahedron volume element, for example, could lead to more flexibility for the 

designer and the TO, but will increase complexity of the toolbox significantly. (v) To improve the usability of the 

proposed SD, a tool that could interpret the structure automatically could be developed. Automatic translation of a 

continuous proposed structure into a design with structural members is still being researched and some good examples 

can be found in Lin & Chao (2000), Stangl & Sandro (2015), and Kazakis et al. (2017). (vi) Currently, the model is 
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simplistic for research purposes, but for users some additional functions must be added. Façade, wall, and floor 

openings are now only an option in the FSG and the PVG for the entire rectangle and not for small parts. Adding 

openings has a big influence on the proposed SD. (vii) Lastly, the self-weight of the structure should be implemented. 

This is expected to have an impact on the proposed SD, especially in the case of large span and high-rise building 

designs, and is normally taken into account by the engineer when designing a structure. 
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Appendix A. Quad Hexahedron Element Benchmark 

This appendix shows a benchmark of the quad hexahedron elements as used in the SD models created by the VG 

and the PVG. The appendix starts with a description of the used method for benchmarking the quad hexahedron 

elements, followed by the results and a conclusion of the benchmark. 

 

Appendix A.1. Method 

The quad hexahedrons elements in the toolbox are used as orthogonal elements. Therefore, the cases of a cube, 

three rectangular cuboids and three non-orthogonal hexahedrons are considered. The cube has lengths of 2 mm, the 

rectangular cuboids are 1 by 1 by 3 mm, and the dimensions of the other three prism shaped hexahedrons are shown 

in Table A.1. For now, the toolbox only deals with orthogonal corners. However, to see what the quad hexahedrons 

are able to do, cases with non-orthogonal corners are assessed as well.  

 
Table A.1. Dimensions of the three non-orthogonal hexahedrons  

Prism shaped hexahedron 1 Prism shaped hexahedron 2 Prism shaped hexahedron 3 

  
 

Nodes 

1 (-2, -1.5, -1) 

2 (1.5, -1, -1) 

3 (1, 2, -1) 

4 (-1.5, 1.5, -1) 

 

5 (-1, -1,  1) 

6 ( 1, -1,  1) 

7( 1,  1,  1) 

8(-1,  1,  1) 

Nodes 

1 (-4, -3, -1) 

2 (3, -2, -1) 

3 (2, 4, -1) 

4 (-3, 3, -1) 

 

5 (-1, -1,  1) 

6 ( 1, -1,  1) 

7( 1,  1,  1) 

8(-1,  1,  1) 

Nodes 

1 (-2, -1.5, -1.5) 

2 (1.5, -1, -1.5) 

3 (1, 2, -1) 

4 (-1.5, 1.5, -1) 

 

5 (-1, -1,  1) 

6 ( 1, -1,  1.5) 

7( 1,  1,  2) 

8(-1,  1,  1.5) 

 

The volume element as used in the toolbox, is isolated and a numerical calculation method is used to solve 

equation (A.1), in which [K] is the stiffness matrix, {u} the displacement vector and {f} the force vector. The seven 

eight-noded elements are used to determine the nodal displacements in the case of normal force, shear force, bending 

and torsion. These situations are created by placing point loads of 100 N on the four nodes of the top surface.  

[𝐾]{𝑢} = {𝐹} (A.1) 

The quad hexahedrons are constrained and loaded. The Young’s modulus is 210,000 N/mm2 and the Poisson’s 

ratio is 0.3. The seven eight-noded elements and their four load and constraint cases are shown in Table A.2. In the 

normal force and torsion situation only the bottom surface is constrained. In the case of shear and bending a surface 

on the side is also constrained to prevent the element from rotating in perpendicular directions. After calculating the 

nodal displacements with the numerical script of the toolbox, the results are compared with the nodal displacements 

as calculated with ANSYS.   

 

Appendix A.2. Results 

After calculating the nodal displacements for all cases with both the numerical toolbox script and ANSYS, the 

results can be compared. The nodal displacements’ relative differences are calculated and the minimum, maximum 

and average differences are shown in Table A.2. For the orthogonal cases the differences are 0.00%, meaning that 

the nodal displacements of the models in the toolbox and ANSYS are the same. In the non-orthogonal cases, the 

differences are bigger than 0.00%, meaning that the toolbox and ANSYS do not give the same nodal displacements. 
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Appendix A.3. Conclusion 

The nodal displacements of the orthogonal cases are exactly the same. However, for the non-orthogonal cases, 

the differences in displacements are too big to be able to use it for non-orthogonal scenarios. The numerical 

calculation method is not accurate enough and needs to be improved for non-orthogonal designs to be analysed by 

the toolbox. For now, the numerical method is good enough, since only orthogonal cases are considered. 

 
Table A.2. Relative comparison of displacements of all nodes in x-, y- and z-direction between Toolbox and ANSYS 

  Normal Force Shear Force Bending Torsion 

Cube 

 

     

Average* 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Minimum 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Maximum 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Rectangular 

cuboid 1, 

Extended X-

direction  

        

Average* 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Minimum 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Maximum 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Rectangular 

cuboid 2, 

extended Y-

direction  

Same situation as beam 

extended in X-direction.  
    

Same situation as beam 

extended in X-direction. 

Average* 0.00% 0.00% 

Minimum 0.00% 0.00% 

Maximum 0.00% 0.00% 

Rectangular 

cuboid 3, 

extended z-

direction  

  
     

Average* 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Minimum 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Maximum 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
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Prism shaped 

hexahedron 1 

        

Average* 1.07% 0.30% 0.99% 2.22% 

Minimum -1.43% -1.13% -1.82% -9.09% 

Maximum -0.63% 0.19% 0.00% 7.14% 

Prism shaped 

hexahedron 2 

        

Average* 1.73% 1.27% 1.36% 1.58% 

Minimum -2.30% -10.00% -2.53% -7.14% 

Maximum -1.35% 2.38% 0.00% 0.84% 

Prism shaped 

hexahedron 3 

        

Average* 1.71% 0.76% 1.60% 1.90% 

Minimum -2.62% -4.44% -3.90% -7.50% 

Maximum -1.16% 0.88% -0.17% 6.33% 

*Average is calculated with absolute values. 
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Appendix B. Comparison of an eight-level concrete building 

To see how the toolbox performs compared to other tools that can do robust TO, the results of the toolbox are 

compared to the results of (Hofmeyer et al., 2017). In both works a robust TO is used to find a solution for a multi-

level concrete building. The settings in that paper are used as the settings for the toolbox that is used in this paper. In 

this appendix first the method and settings are explained, then the results are shown and in the last section the 

conclusion is given.  

 

Appendix B.1.Method 

To recreate the multi-level concrete building of (Hofmeyer et al., 2017), the settings have to be recreated. In that 

paper multiple loading situations were created, but for this comparison it was chosen to only compare the situation 

with live loads and wind from four directions. The sizes of these loads are shown in Table B.1. There is no live load 

on the ground floor and the line segments on the ground floor are constrained from displacements in the x-, y- and z-

direction. 

The spatial building design of the multi-level building is eight stories high and every story has a floor plan of 3 

by 3 spaces, see Figure B.1. All these spaces are cubes with lengths of 3 meters, which makes the total dimensions 

of the building 9 m in length, 9 m in width and 32 m in height. The TO receives the material properties of concrete 

that are shown in Table B.1. In the same table the properties that are needed for the robust TO are shown. The goal 

is to decrease the strain energy in the design by distributing a specified amount of material within the design space.  

 

 
Figure B.1. Dimensions of the multi-level concrete building. 

 

Both tools create a TO solution of this building spatial design and the visual results are compared. It is expected 

that these results are alike or the same, since both tools use a direct solver, the same element type and the same TO 

method, with the same settings and boundary conditions. 

 

Appendix B.2. Results 

The results are shown in Figure B.2. On the left side the results of the paper are shown and on the right the results 

of the toolbox are shown. From both results a section through the middle is presented, to see what the material 

distribution is inside of the SD solutions. The results are similar, but not identical. The main structure is the same 

with smooth walls in the bottom and a scattered wall at the top. Every floor has an uneven plane with solid elements 

and the same floors have an arch shape that connect floors to the middle of a wall. The individual elements, however,  

do not line up perfectly.  

Table B.1. Multi-level case settings. 

Loading settings 

Live load 3.00 kN/m2 

Wind pressure 0.951 kN/m2 

Wind suction 0.761 kN/m2 

Wind shear 0.372 kN/m2 

Material settings 

E = 300,000 N/mm2 

v  = 0.3 

Robust topology optimisation settings 

Mesh size = 300 mm 

f  = 0.2 mm 

rmin = 366.3 mm 

p =  3.0 

xmove = 0.2 

Tolerance =  0.01 
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Hofmeyer et al. results      Toolbox results 

Figure B.2. The multilevel concrete building results with live loads and wind from four directions. 

 

Appendix B.3. Conclusion 

The results are nearly identical and therefore this comparison is a good validation of the model presented in this 

paper. It is not exactly the same, which could be due to different preconditioners, but it is close enough to assume 

that the toolbox is working correctly. 
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Appendix C. Robust topology optimisation 

In this research robust topology optimisation (TO) is used to find structural design solutions (SD) for a given building 

spatial design. In this appendix a more detailed explanation of the TO method is given, First the input variables are 

explained and then the process is described. The robust TO process is also shown in Figure C.1.  

The robust TO function needs five input variables before the finite element model can be topologically optimised. 

The first variable, the volume fraction f, describes the ratio between the placed structural volume and total initial 

volume of the design space. Factor f and the total initial volume are constants, and thus the placed structural volume 

is constant as well. The second variable, filter radius rmin., is used to let element densities depend on surrounding 

elements. If this radius is bigger than the element size, surrounding elements are considered, and clustering of 

elements is encouraged. This filter is added to prevent checkerboard patterns and therefore ensures a more realistic 

SD. The penalisation factor p is used in a filtering technique that is carried out to create the targeted solid and void 

result. This technique changes densities that are between 0% and 100% and leaves the 0% and 100% density elements 

unmodified. The fourth factor, xmove, is a value between 0 and 1 and describes the maximum absolute change of the 

element density per iteration. The process of a TO method is iterative and stops when the difference of the new vector 

of element densities x and the previous vector of element densities x0 is smaller than the tolerance, which is the fifth 

variable in the TO function. The tolerance level in this research is set at 0.01, so the condition is |𝒙𝟎 − 𝒙| < 0.01. 

For more in depth information about the structural model in the toolbox, reference is made to Boonstra et al. (2019). 

With these variables, the robust TO can be carried out. Robust TO uses three physical densities (𝜂𝑑 = 0,2, 𝜂 =
0,5, 𝜂𝑒 = 0,8) to create three different designs: dilated, intermediate and eroded design. At the end of the TO process, 

all densities that are smaller than this physical density factor are set to zero and densities that are larger are set to 

unity. By minimizing the maximum objective of the three design solutions, an optimal solution is found that takes 

into account that in practice dimensions may vary. In this paper the eroded design, which has the least material, will 

always have the highest compliance of the three designs, since it has less material that can transfer loads to the 

foundations. Therefore the eroded densities are used in the iterative process to minimise the compliance. However 

the intermediate design with the nominal densities has the right amount of placed structural volume as was set with 

the volume fraction f. 

The robust TO starts off by initiating the physical densities. Next, the iterative process starts. A finite element 

analysis on the eroded system is carried out at the start of every iterative loop. After this, the objective function is 

calculated, and the sensitivity analysis is carried out. The sensitivity analysis updates the element’s sensitivities, 

taking into account the density and distance of surrounding elements within a range of rmin.. An element’s sensitivity 

describes the sensitivity of the compliance to the density of an element. In the next step of the iterative process, the 

physical densities are updated after the optimality criteria. The optimality criteria are a set of functions, which involve 

the sensitivity of the elements, that try to satisfy a set of criteria, in this case minimising the compliance while 

maintaining a constant volume. In the final step the densities are filtered. If the change is not bigger than the TO 

tolerance or if a maximum number of loops, which is 50 loops in this research, factor β is changed. Factor β is 

necessary to reach convergence in the robust TO, and every time β changes a new search path is used. To achieve 

convergence β must be high, but then small changes of the design variables can lead to strong changes in the densities. 

Therefore β  starts with 1 and is doubled every time the change is smaller than the tolerance or when the maximum 

number of loops is reached. When β reaches 256 and the change is bigger than the accepted tolerance, convergence 

is reached. The SD model is updated with the nominal densities, instead of the eroded densities, since the nominal 

densities have the correct amount of total placed structural volume. For more in depth information about robust TO, 

reference is made to Hofmeyer et al. (2017). 
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Figure C.1. The process of robust topology optimisation 
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Appendix D. Derivation of the quad hexahedron components in the partial volume grammar 

 
In the partial volume grammar three different quad hexahedron components are created in the SD model. For 

each rectangle that is present in the conformal model, rectangle, line and vertex quad hexahedron components are 

created. To achieve this partial volume design space, the PVG starts by creating quad hexahedrons from every 

rectangle in the conformal model, see Figure D.1Figure . The user provides the desired thickness t and the grammar 

calculates a set of eight vertices that are used to generate the quad hexahedron for the SD model.  For each vertex of 

the rectangle with a position vector  𝒗𝒑 ( 𝑝 ∈ {1,2,3,4}) the eight vertices, as vectors 𝒂1,𝑝 and 𝒂2,𝑝, can be found using 

the associated vectors 𝒗𝒍𝟏 and 𝒗𝒍𝟐 and a normalized, arbitrary oriented normal vector of the rectangle 𝒏𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍,, as: 

𝒂1,𝑝 = 𝒗𝒑 +
𝒗𝒍𝟏,𝒑+𝒗𝒍𝟐,𝒑

‖𝒗𝒍𝟏,𝒑+𝒗𝒍𝟐,𝒑‖
√

1

2
∙ 𝑡 + 𝒏𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍 ∙

𝑡

2
,          𝒂2,𝑝 = 𝒗𝒑 +

𝒗𝒍𝟏,𝒑+𝒗𝒍𝟐,𝒑

‖𝒗𝒍𝟏,𝒑+𝒗𝒍𝟐,𝒑‖
√

1

2
∙ 𝑡 − 𝒏𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍 ∙

𝑡

2
 (D.1) 

The list of eight vertices is acquired, the quad hexahedron is created. This quad hexahedron component is 

assigned a structure that holds the material properties and added to the SD model. For each rectangle of the conformal 

model, also a low stiffness flat shell is created with live loads on each floor and wind loads on each external rectangle, 

just as in the VG. These low stiffness flat shells are thus on the centreline of the quad hexahedron components for 

every rectangle, line and vertex. 

Next, all line segment quad hexahedrons are created. For vertices 𝒗𝒒 (𝑞 ∈ {1,2}) of the line segment, eight new 

vertices 𝒂1,𝑞, 𝒂2,𝑞, 𝒂3,𝑞, 𝒂4,𝑞 are calculated as is shown in Equation (D.2) for a line oriented in the x-direction. Line 

segments oriented in the y- and z-directions, can be processed analogously. In this equation 𝒗𝒎𝒊𝒅 is the coordinate of 

the middle of the line segment and orthogonal to this line segment, on the orthogonal grid, 𝑡/2 is added or subtracted 

to create four vertices for each vertex of the line segments.  

𝒂1,𝑞 = 𝒗𝑞 +
𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝑞

‖𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝑞‖
∙

𝑡

2
+ {

0
1
0

} ∙
𝑡

2
+ {

0
0
1

} ∙
𝑡

2
,      𝒂2,𝑞 = 𝒗𝑞 +

𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝑞

‖𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝑞‖
∙

𝑡

2
+ {

0
1
0

} ∙
𝑡

2
− {

0
0
1

} ∙
𝑡

2
,       

𝒂3,𝑞 = 𝒗𝑞 +
𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝒒

‖𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝑞‖
∙

𝑡

2
− {

0
1
0

} ∙
𝑡

2
+ {

0
0
1

} ∙
𝑡

2
,      𝒂4,𝑞 = 𝒗𝑞 +

𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝑞

‖𝒗𝑚𝑖𝑑−𝒗𝑞‖
∙

𝑡

2
− {

0
1
0

} ∙
𝑡

2
− {

0
0
1

} ∙
𝑡

2
,       

(D.2) 

With the eight newly created vertices, the quad hexahedron line component is created, a structure is assigned and 

it is added to the SD model. The line segments of the conformal model are then checked again to see if they belong 

to a floor that is on or below the ground surface. Just as with the VG a constraint is placed at this structure if these 

requirements are met. This constraint is thus placed at the original line, which is the centreline of the newly created 

quad hexahedron line component.  

 

Lastly, a set of eight new vertices 𝒂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘(𝑖 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑗 ∈ {0,1}, 𝑘 ∈ {0,1}) is created for each vertex of the rectangle 

𝒗𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒆𝒙. In Equation (D.3) the calculation of 𝒂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 is shown, in which 𝑡/2 is added and/or subtracted in three direction 

of the original coordinates. The quad hexahedron component can be created and given a structure by the PVG, and 

is added to the SD model. The SD model is now ready for meshing, FEA and TO.  

𝒂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 = 𝒗𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒆𝒙 + (−𝟏)𝒊 {
𝟏
𝟎
𝟎

} ∙
𝑡

2
+ (−𝟏)𝒋 {

𝟎
𝟏
𝟎

} ∙
𝑡

2
+ (−𝟏)𝒌 {

𝟎
𝟎
𝟏

} ∙
𝑡

2
 (D.3) 

The quad hexahedron components of the PVG are now created an the SD model is ready for meshing, FEA and 

TO.  

 
Figure D.1. Translating the conformal rectangle into quad hexahedron components in the SD model. From left to right: A rectangle quad 

hexahedron, a line quad hexahedron and a vertex quad hexahedron 
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Appendix E. Mesh Convergence study 
The mesh convergence study checks what influence the mesh size has on the TO process and the proposed 

structural design solutions. This appendix starts with the setup of the mesh convergence study, followed by the results 

and a conclusion. 

 

Appendix E.1. Setup 

The mesh convergence study uses the PVG600 case, the corresponding settings and volume fractions and uses 

three different mesh sizes to research the influence of the mesh size on the performance of the structural design. The 

number of elements over the thickness of the quad hexahedrons should always be even with the purpose that the 

meshnodes coincide with the loading flat shells and constraint lines. So, it was chosen to use the following mesh 

sizes: 300 mm, 150mm and 100 mm. In total 12 cases (three mesh sizes times four placed structural volumes) have 

been run and compared to see what the influence of the mesh size is. 

 

Appendix E.2. Results 

 The performance of each iteration is tracked during the TO for each of the 12 cases. The results are split per 

amount of placed structural volume and are shown in Figure E.1. The final strain energy of each last iteration is also 

shown in Table E.1. 

 

  

  

 
Figure E.1.  Performance of three different meshes. 
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Appendix E.3. Conclusion 

It can be concluded that a smaller mesh gives a better result, especially when the total placed structural volume 

decreases. This is caused by the freedom of the mesh: the finer the mesh, the smoother the structure is, that can be 

created, but the longer the computation time. The mesh of 150 mm seems to be fine in this case study. However, the 

user should always be cautious when choosing a mesh size. The mesh size can be rougher in bigger problems to 

reduce computation time, but it could disturb the search for an optimal solution or a solution that is close to the 

optimal solution.  

  

Table E.1. The final total strain energies. 

  17.55 m3 13.50 m3 9.45 m3 5.40 m3 

ms = 300 mm 2624 4003 8348 48191 

ms = 150 mm 2118 3539 7835 19789 

ms = 100mm 1925 3302 5895 17424 
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Appendix F. Changing the start solution 

The robust topology optimiser needs a starting solution before the iterations can start. This starting solution 

consists of elements with densities between 0 and 1. By default these densities are set equal to the volume fraction f. 

Changing the starting solution may lead to alternative results. In Figure 13 the PVG1200 should be able to get to the 

result of the PVG600, since the design space of the PVG600 fits inside of the design space of the PVG1200. However, 

the search path leads to another result. By changing the starting solution to the final result of the PVG600 or to 

generated stochastic density distributions, it can be researched whether local optima prevent the TO from converging 

to a global optimum. This appendix starts with the setup and results of changing the starting solution to the end 

solution of the PVG600. It is then followed by the setup and results of changing the start solution to a stochastic 

starting solution and ends with a conclusion. 

 

Appendix F.1. Changing the starting solution to the PVG600 end result 

When using the PVG600 result as a starting solution for the PVG1200 case, all other settings remain the same as 

in the first case study of the PVG1200. All PVG1200 cases are optimised again with the corresponding PVG600 

solutions. The strain energies are compared with the results of the original PVG600 and PVG1200 in Table F.1. The 

results for the PVG1200 with a placed structural volume of 13.5 m3 are visualised and shown in Figure F.1Figure . 

The topology optimiser steers towards a higher compliance than the original PVG600 but performs better than the 

original PVG1200. The original PVG1200 probably gets stuck on a less ideal local optimum that is being solved. 

The visualised PVG1200s show that different structural design solutions are found. However, the visualisations of 

the PVG1200 with starting solution and the original PVG600 in Figure 12 do appear similar. The change in strain 

energies between those two solutions is probably caused by the conversion between the eroded and nominal element 

densities, which causes a change in the strain energies per element. If we look at the process of the compliances 

during the TO in Figure F.2. it is confirmed that the solution does not improve. The next step is using stochastic 

beginning solutions to see what influence the initial solution has on the end solution. 

 

Table F.1. Strain energies of the Partial Volume Grammar (PVG) with a thickness of 600 mm, 1200 mm and the 1200 mm where the end 

solution of the PVG600 is used as starting solution for four different amounts of placed structural volume. 
 

PVG600 PVG1200 PVG1200 (with start solution of PVG600) 

Placed structural volume [m3] 17.55 17.55 17.55 

Strain Energy [Nmm] 2118 2262 2233 

Placed structural volume [m3] 13.50 13.50 13.50 

Strain Energy [Nmm] 3539 8004 5249 

Placed structural volume [m3] 9.45 9.45 9.45 

Strain Energy [Nmm] 7867 9357 31218 

Placed structural volume [m3] 5.40 5.40 5.40 

Strain Energy [Nmm] 20403 18290 27400 

 

Appendix F.2. Stochastic begin solution 

To create a stochastic begin solution al densities are set to a random value between 0 and 1, instead of to the 

volume fraction f. In the first iteration of the robust TO, all densities will be changed so that the total structural 

volume matches the total volume in the design space times the volume fraction. The PVG1200, with a total placed 

structural volume of 13.50 m3, is rerun four times with the stochastic begin solutions. 

The strain energies and their matching proposed SDs are shown in Table F.2. These strain energies are different 

every run, but all in a close range. The matching proposed SD of the PVG1200 with the default starting solution and 

the four stochastic start solutions are shown in Figure F.3. The stochastic solutions have a few in between densities 

because the eroded densities are shown instead of the nominal densities, like with the original PVG1200. The original 

PVG1200 seems more structured than the stochastic starting solution and every solution is different. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that the starting solution does influence the end result and that for a different starting solution a 

different local optimum can be found. 
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(a) Original PVG1200 

 

(b) PVG1200 with PVG600 start solution 

Figure F.1. Comparison of the proposed structural design solution between the original PVG1200 (a) and the PVG1200 with the 

PVG600 solution as a starting solution (b), both with a total placed structural volume of 13.5 m3. 

 
Figure F.2. Strain energies during the topology optimisation process of the PVG1200 using the PVG600 with a placed structural volume of 

9.45 m3 as a starting solution. 

 
Table F.2. Strain energies of the five runs of the 

partial volume grammar with a thickness of 1200 

milimiters and different stochastic begin solutions. 

# Strain Energy [Nmm] 

1 4475 

2 4460 

3 4392 

4 4657 

Average 4511 
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Original PVG1200 Stochastic PVG1200 1 Stochastic PVG1200 2 

  

 

Stochastic PVG1200 3 Stochastic PVG1200 4  
Figure F.3. The proposed structural design solutions using the original homogenous material 

distribution and four stochastic material distributions. 

 

Appendix F.3. Conclusion 

In both studies the starting solution was changed to see if the end result would change. Both studies showed that 

this was the case and that the less structured the starting solution is, the less structured the end result will be. When 

comparing the PVG1200 with PVG600 starting solution with the original PVG600, it was concluded that the strain 

energy is very sensitive for re calculation of the strain energy. Since both results are similar, but the strain energy 

was different, it is important to keep in mind that changing the starting solution changes the found result. 
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Appendix G. Removing outer elements in the PVG case study 

The extra design space around the building design is rarely used by the PVG. Removing these elements could 

decrease the total computation time. The PVG is changed to achieve this and this variant of the PVG will be called 

the PVG2. This appendix starts with the setup of the PVG2 and the matching case study, followed by the results, 

ending with a conclusion. 

 

Appendix G.1.  Setup 

By removing the outer space the designs paces will change, like is shown in Figure G.1. The PVG 2 is used to 

recreate the first case study in Section 4.1. All other settings remain the same, except for the volume fractions. These 

have to be adapted to make sure the total placed structural volume remains the same as in all other cases. The PVG 

with a thickness of 600, 1200 and 1800 mm with the four different volume fractions are recalculated using the PVG2 

to create the design space. 

 
t =  600 mm t = 1200 mm t =1800 mm 

Figure G.1. Removing the outside of the partial volume grammar (top) to create a renewed partial volume grammar 2 

(PVG2, bottom). 

 

Appendix G.2.  Results 

The results of the case study for the PVG and the PVG2 are plotted in Figure G.2. Comparing the results of the 

PVG with the PVG2, the PVG 2 gives slightly better, but comparable results. The lines of the PVG2 cases do seem 

to be more organized, meaning they do not have jumps like the PVG 1200.  
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Figure G.2. Performance comparison of old PVG to new renewed partial volume grammar (PVG2) without design space 

outside of the building spatial design. 

 

Appendix G.3.  Conclusion 

It can be concluded that the PVG2 can be used in future case studies, if the problem size increases or a finer mesh 

is required. However, to keep the possibility to expand the structure outside of the building spatial design, the PVG2 

will not be used. 
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Appendix H. Multithreading with BiCGSTAB 

Multithreading can be used to decrease computation time. In the C++ library of Eigen, multithreading is an option 

when FEA solver BiCGSTAB is used, but not for the direct solver SimplicialLDLT, which was used in Section 4.1. 

Multithreading allows to solve the FEA in parallel processes, reducing the computation time when using several 

threads. In the toolbox, only the solver of the FEA is multithreaded, since this part is responsible for almost all the 

computation time. BiCGSTAB is an indirect solver and therefore less accurate than the direct SimplicialLDLT, if the 

settings are not chosen right. The relative tolerance of BiCGSTAB should be chosen carefully and an indicative study 

into different tolerance values is performed in this appendix to see the amount of time multithreading can save. 

For this study the VG case with a volume fraction of 0.25 is used as was presented in Section 4.1. All settings 

and boundary conditions remain the same, except changing the FEA solver to BiCGSTAB with a tolerance of 1E-3 

and the number of threads used. The computation times are tracked for the individual processes: initializing the 

models, meshing the SD model, generating the global stiffness matrix, solving the FEA, the other robust TO processes 

(objective function, sensitivity analysis, optimality criteria and updating), and remaining small processes. 

 In Figure G.1, the total computation time for this case is shown, with a varying number of threads from one to 

six. Every number of threads is run exactly once. Originally, using SimplicialLDLT as a solver, the TO took 7:19 

hours (wall clock time) and by just switching to BiCGSTAB, computation time is decreased to 2:03 hours. Using 

multithreading with six threads, computation time drops to 0:38 hours. The use of multithreading and BiCGSTAB is 

saving computation time and should be used in the final case study, but the tolerance used needs to be studied first. 

To see at which value the tolerance converges without increasing the computation time significantly, the FEA of 

the proposed SD by the VG is solved with different tolerances. Using the direct solver, the exact solution of the FEA 

is 2820.61 Nmm. The results of this convergence study are shown in Figure G.2. 

These results show that for a tolerance of 1E-3 and lower, the strain energy is steady and the computation time 

increases exponentially from this value onwards. Therefore 1E-3 is a good choice for the tolerance of BiCGSTAB. It 

is recommended for this research paper to use four threads, since this is a practical choice given the provided 

workstation. 

 

 
Figure H.1. The influence of multiple threads on the computation time of individual processes of robust topology optimisation. 
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Figure H.2. Changing the BiCGSTAB tolerance to find when the tolerance converges without gaining significant computation time. 
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Appendix I. An extra convergence criterion 

To reduce computation time the use of an extra convergence criterion is studied. The mesh convergence study in 

Appendix E shows that the strain energy converges in the first few iterations. Then, it continues until it meets one of 

the convergence criteria, so β can be changed and a new search path can be followed. This change of β is visible in 

graphs as a sudden change of the strain energy. To reduce computation time, an extra convergence criterion can be 

added to the compliance and still reach a similar result. In He et al. (2020) a criterion that uses the compliance is 

used, which is implemented as an extra criterion in the robust TO in the toolbox. If the change in compliance over a 

number of 2N loops is smaller than the chosen tolerance, the iterations will either update a search path variable or 

stop, depending on the other criteria. The formula He et al. use for this criterion is: 

|∑ 𝐶𝑘−𝑖+1
𝑁
𝑖=1 − ∑ 𝐶𝑘−𝑁−𝑖+1

𝑁
𝑖=1 |

∑ 𝐶𝑘−𝑖+1
𝑁
𝑖=1

≤ 𝜏 (I.1) 

in which C is the compliance in Nmm, k is the current iteration loop, N is half of the number of iterations that are 

checked and 𝜏 is the convergence tolerance of this criterion.  

The values for N and the tolerance 𝜏 are studied in a small study. This study uses the VG with a volume fraction 

of 0.325 of the first case study as base settings. First, N is changed, while the tolerance is set to 1E-3. Then N is set to 

8, meaning that the last 16 iterations are checked, and the tolerance is changed. The results are shown in Figure W.1 

and Figure I.2. The sudden changes of the strain energy are thus caused by a change of β. 

In Figure I.1 it can be seen that adding this criterion decreases the number of iterations from 303, which is the 

number of iterations without this criterion, to a maximum of 262 iterations. Decreasing N gradually decreases the 

number of iterations, while ending at roughly the same strain energy. However, after N=6 there is a jump in the total 

number of iterations and to make sure the strain energy converges before β is changed, N=8 is suggested. The total 

number of iterations is more sensitive to a change in the tolerance than in the number of iterations that is checked, as 

can be seen in Figure I.2. Choosing 𝜏 = 0.05 or 0.01 hardly results in convergence of the strain energy. However, the 

final result of the strain energy is roughly the same. To implement this safely, a tolerance 𝜏 of 1E-3 is suggested when 

using this criterion.  

 

 

  
Figure I.1. The influence of different values for N on the number of 

iterations and the strain energy. 

Figure I.2. The influence of different values for the convergence 

tolerance on the number of iterations and the strain energy. 
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Appendix J. Additions to the BSO Toolbox  

The open source Buildings Spatial design Optimisation toolbox (BSO toolbox) is extended for the research 

presented in this paper. These additions are shown in this appendix. This appendix starts by showing the file tree with 

its additions, followed by the added code and an example code that shows how to run a simulation. 

Appendix J.1.  File tree 

In this section the file tree of the toolbox is shown. Using this file tree, the structure and location of source code 

within the toolbox is explained. Moreover, for each header file (.hpp) that was added or adjusted for the research 

presented in this paper is shown and the added or adjusted objects and functions are briefly explained. The source 

files (.cpp) are not depicted in the file tree but are elaborated in the next section. For more information about the 

already existing parts of the BSO Toolbox, a reference is made to Boonstra (2020).  
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Appendix J.2.  Code 

In this section the code that is created for this research is shown. For each part of the code the location within the 

toolbox is given. 

 

BSO Toolbox / structural_design / component / line_segment.cpp 

 
 

BSO Toolbox / structural_design / component / quadrilateral.cpp 

 
 

 

BSO Toolbox / structural_design / component / quad_hexahedron.cpp 

 

 
 

 

 

void line_segment::mesh(const double& n, std::vector<point*>& pointStore) 
{ 
    bso::utilities::geometry::line_segment l1, l2, l3; 
    l1 = {mVertices[0], mVertices[1]}; 
 
    unsigned int n1 = (int)std::ceil(l1.getLength()/n); 
 
    if(n1%2 != 0 ) ++n1; 
 
 this->mesh(n1,pointStore); 
} 

void quadrilateral::mesh(const double& n, std::vector<point*>& pointStore) 
{ 
       bso::utilities::geometry::line_segment l1, l2, l3; 

l1 = {mVertices[0], mVertices[1]}; 
l2 = {mVertices[0], mVertices[3]}; 

 
unsigned int n1 = (int)std::ceil(l1.getLength()/n); 
unsigned int n2 = (int)std::ceil(l2.getLength()/n); 

 
if(n1%2 != 0 ) ++n1; 
if(n2%2 != 0 ) ++n2; 

 
this->mesh(0,1,n1,n2,pointStore); 

}  

void quad_hexahedron::mesh(const double& n, std::vector<point*>& pointStore) 
{ 

bso::utilities::geometry::line_segment l1, l2, l3; 
 l1 = {mVertices[0], mVertices[4]}; 

l2 = {mVertices[0], mVertices[1]}; 
 l3 = {mVertices[0], mVertices[3]}; 
 
 unsigned int n1 = (int)std::ceil(l1.getLength()/n); 
 unsigned int n2 = (int)std::ceil(l2.getLength()/n); 
 unsigned int n3 = (int)std::ceil(l3.getLength()/n); 

 
 if(n1%2 != 0 ) ++n1; 
      if(n2%2 != 0 ) ++n2; 
       if(n3%2 != 0 ) ++n3; 
 
 this->mesh(0,1,2,n1,n2,n3,pointStore); 
} 
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BSO Toolbox / structural_design / topology_optimization / robust.cpp 

1. Adding the option to use an SD model as an input. 

 
 

  

void robust(fea* FEASystem, const double& f, const double& rMin,  
const double& penal, const double& xMove, const double& tolerance, 
bso::structural_design::sd_model& sdModel, std::ostream& out) 

{ 
... 
// Initialize eroded system 
unsigned int eleIndexI = 0; 
for (auto& i : FEASystem->getElements()) 
{ // for each element i 

volume(eleIndexI) = i->getVolume(); 
 for (const auto& j : sdModel.getGeometries()) 

{ 
       for (const auto& k : j->getElements()) 

{ 
               if (i->getNodes().size() == k->getNodes().size()) 
              { 
               bool isSameElm = true; 
               for (const auto& l : i->getNodes()) 
                    { 
                    bool vertexFound = false; 
                     for (const auto& m : k->getNodes()) 
                     { 
                           if(l->isSDSameAs(*m)) 
                      { 
                            vertexFound = true; 
                            break; 
                          } 
                         } 
                         if (!vertexFound) 
                         { 
                            isSameElm = false; 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    } 
                   if(isSameElm) 
                   { 
                     x(eleIndexI) = k->getDensity(); 
                     i->updateDensity(k->getDensity(),penal); 
                      break; 
                    } 
        } 

} 
} 
... 

} 
... 
} 
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2. Creating a stochastic starting solution. 

 
 

 

3. Adding an extra convergence criterion. 

 
 

  

void robust(fea* FEASystem, const double& f,const double& rMin,  
const double& penal, const double& xMove, 

   const double& tolerance, std::ostream& out) 
{ 
... 
// Initialize eroded system 
unsigned int eleIndexI = 0; 
for (auto& i : FEASystem->getElements()) 
 { // for each element i 
  volume(eleIndexI) = i->getVolume(); 
  double tempDens = 0; 
   
         std::uniform_real_distribution <double> distribution (0.0, 1.0); 
         std::random_device rd; 
         std::default_random_engine generator(rd()); 
         tempDens = distribution(generator); 
  x(eleIndexI) = tempDens; 
  i->updateDensity(tempDens,penal); 
  ... 
 } 
... 
} 

void robust(fea* FEASystem, const double& f,const double& rMin,  
const double& penal, const double& xMove, 

   const double& tolerance, std::ostream& out) 
{ 
... 
// start iteration 
while (change > tolerance) 
{ 

… 
// update beta 

 if ((beta < 256) &&  
((loopBeta >= 50) || (beta < 256 && change <= tolerance) || cStop <= tautol)) 

 { 
  ... 
 } 
} // end of iteration 
… 
} 
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BSO Toolbox / structural_design / fea.cpp 

Adding multithreading to the BiCGSTAB solver. 

 
 

BSO Toolbox / grammars / sd_grammars  / volume_sd_grammar.cpp 

The structural design grammar that is used to create a structural design model with quad hexahedron components 

for each cuboid. 

 

void fea::BiCGSTAB() 
{ 
 int nThreads = 4; 
 omp_set_num_threads(nThreads); 
 Eigen::setNbThreads(nThreads); 
 Eigen::BiCGSTAB<Eigen::SparseMatrix<double,Eigen::RowMajor>, 

Eigen::DiagonalPreconditioner<double>> solver; 
 
 for (auto& lc : mLoadCases) 
 { 
 ... 
 } 
 omp_set_num_threads(1); // Set threads back to 1 just in case it messes up other  

processes 
 Eigen::setNbThreads(1); 
}  

#ifndef BSO_GRAMMAR_VOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 
#define BSO_GRAMMAR_VOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 
 
#include <stdexcept> 
#include <sstream> 
 
namespace bso { namespace grammar { 
class VOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR; 
 
template <> 
bso::structural_design::sd_model grammar::sd_grammar<VOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR>(const std::string& 
fileName) 
{ 
 // initialize a new SD model 
 mSDModel = bso::structural_design::sd_model(); 
 // read the structural design settings 
 this->mReadSDSettings(fileName); 
 
 std::map<spatial_design::conformal::cf_cuboid*, 

structural_design::component::structure> cuboidStructures; 
 for (const auto& i : mCuboidProperties) 
 { 
  // get the space type depending on the settings 
  std::string usedType = i.second->getSpaceType(); 
 
  // determine the structural type and properties of the cuboid 
  bool structureFound = false; 
  auto structureSearch = mSDSpaceProperties.find(usedType); 
  if (i.second->isInSpace()) 
  { 
   if (structureSearch != mSDSpaceProperties.end()) 
   { 
    structureFound = true; 
   } 
  } 
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  if (!structureFound) 
  { 
   std::stringstream errorMessage; 
   errorMessage << "\nError, in volume grammar could not find the 

specified\n"   << "type settings: \"" << usedType << "\""  << 
"Has this type set been specified in the inputfile?: \"" << 
fileName << "\"\n(bso/grammar/sd_grammars/volume_sd_grammar.cpp)"  
<< std::endl; 

   throw std::runtime_error(errorMessage.str()); 
  } 
 
  // create a cuboid rule set 
  auto sdCuboidRuleSet = new rule_set::sd_cuboid_rule(i.second); 
  mSDCuboidRules[i.first] = sdCuboidRuleSet; 
  if (structureSearch->second.type() != "none") 
  { 
   sdCuboidRuleSet->assignStructure(structureSearch->second); 
   cuboidStructures.emplace(i.first,structureSearch->second); 
  } 
 } 
 
 for (const auto& i : mRectangleProperties) 
 { 
  if (i.second->isSpaceSeparating()) 
  { 
   // create a rectangle rule set 
   auto sdRectangleRuleSet = new rule_set::sd_rectangle_rule(i.second); 
   mSDRectangleRules[i.first] = sdRectangleRuleSet; 
   sdRectangleRuleSet->assignLoadPanel(mLoadPanel); // add a load panel, in  

case a load is assigned but no structure can carry it 
   sdRectangleRuleSet->addLoads(&mLoads); // add the loads 
 
   std::vector<structural_design::component::structure>  

potentialStructures; 
   for (const auto& j : i.second->getRectanglePtr()->cfCuboids()) 
   { 
    auto structureSearch = cuboidStructures.find(j); 
    if (structureSearch != cuboidStructures.end()) 
    { 
     potentialStructures.push_back(structureSearch->second); 
    } 
   } 
   sdRectangleRuleSet->assignStructure(potentialStructures); 
  } 
 } 
 
 // find each line that is associated to a rectangle that has a rectangle rule set 
 for (const auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) 
 { // for each sd rectangle rule 
  for (const auto& j : i.first->cfLines()) 
  { // for each line associated to the rectangle associated to the rectangle rule 
   if (mSDLineRules.find(j) == mSDLineRules.end()); 
   { // if it has not yet been added to the vector, add it 

mSDLineRules[j] = new rule_set::sd_line_rule(mLineProperties[j]); 
// create line rules, in this case only to generate 
boundary conditions 

   } 
  } 
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BSO Toolbox / grammars / sd_grammars  / partialvolume_sd_grammar.cpp 

The structural design grammar that is used to create a structural design model with several quad hexahedron 

components for each rectangle. 

 

 } 
 
 for (const auto& i : mVertexProperties) 
 { 
  if (i.second->isSpaceCorner()) 
  { 
   mSDVertexRules[i.first] = new rule_set::sd_vertex_rule(i.second);  

// create nodes at space corners 
  } 
 } 
 
 // apply the rules 
 for (const auto& i : mSDVertexRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 for (const auto& i : mSDLineRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 for (const auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 for (const auto& i : mSDCuboidRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 mSDModel.setMeshSize(mMeshSize); 
 
 // delete the rules 
 for (auto& i : mSDVertexRules) delete i.second; 
 for (auto& i : mSDLineRules) delete i.second; 
 for (auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) delete i.second; 
 for (auto& i : mSDCuboidRules) delete i.second; 
 
 return mSDModel; 
} // volume_sd_grammar 
 
} // namespace grammar 
} // namespace bso 
 
#endif // BSO_GRAMMAR_VOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 

#ifndef BSO_GRAMMAR_PARTIALVOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 
#define BSO_GRAMMAR_PARTIALVOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 
 
#include <bso/utilities/trim_and_cast.hpp> 
 
#include <boost/algorithm/string.hpp> 
 
#include <fstream> 
#include <stdexcept> 
#include <sstream> 
 
namespace bso { namespace grammar { 
class PARTIALVOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR; 
 
template <> 
structural_design::sd_model grammar::sd_grammar<PARTIALVOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR>(const std::string& 
fileName, const double& Emodulus /*= 30000 */, const double& poisson /*= 0.3 */, 
 const double& thickness /*= 800 */, const double& meshsize/*= 400*/) 
{ 
 // initialize a new SD model 
 mSDModel = bso::structural_design::sd_model(); 
 
 //------------------------------------------- 
 // assign the structural design settings 
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 //------------------------------------------- 
 mSDWallProperties.clear(); 
 mSDFloorProperties.clear(); 
 mSDSpaceProperties.clear(); 
 mLoadPanel = structural_design::component::structure(); 
 mLoads.clear(); 
 
 // read the structural design settings 
 this->mReadPartialSDSettings(fileName); 
 
 //Properties 
 double E = Emodulus; 
 double v = poisson; 
 double t = thickness; //thickness in [mm] 
 long ID = 1; 
 mMeshSize = meshsize; 
 structural_design::component::structure volStrct("quad_hexahedron",{ {"E",E}, 

  {"poisson", v} }); 
 
 // -------------------------------- 
 //Rectangle Part 
 // -------------------------------- 
 
 for (const auto& i : mRectangleProperties) 
 { 
  if (i.second->isSpaceSeparating()) 
  { 
         //get nodes of rectangle 
    std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> quadhexNodes; 
   std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_line*> recLines = 

 i.first->cfLines(); 
   std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_vertex*> recVertices = 

 i.first->cfVertices(); 
   for (const auto j : recVertices) 
             { 
              std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_line*> verticeLines = 

 j->cfLines(); 
                 std::vector<Eigen::Vector3d> vectorLines; 
                 for (const auto k : recLines) 
                 { 
                  for (const auto l : verticeLines) 
                  { 
                         if (k->isSameAs(*l)) 
                         { 
                             //vectorTrans = (xcenter-x1, ycenter-y1, zcenter-z1) 
                             Eigen::Vector3d tempVector = l->getCenter() - *j; 
                             vectorLines.push_back(tempVector); 
                         } 
                    } 
                 } 
                 // Calculate two displaced notes for each node in the rectangle 
                 // get normalized vectors of matching lines 
                 // add 1/2*thickness*normalize(Sum of  vectors) to original node 
                 Eigen::Vector3d vTemp = (vectorLines[0] + vectorLines[1]); 
                 Eigen::Vector3d vTrans = vTemp.normalized(); 
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             // add nodes to quadexNodes 
               // create 2 points from each node using the normalized vector 
                 if (std::abs(vTrans[0]) < std::abs(vTrans [1]) && std::abs(vTrans[0]) < 

std::abs(vTrans[2])) 
                {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                     quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[0] + 0.5*t), 
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) + 
(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                     quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[0] - 0.5*t), 
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) + 
(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                 } else if (std::abs(vTrans[1]) < std::abs(vTrans [0]) && 
 std::abs(vTrans[1]) < std::abs(vTrans[2])) 

                 {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                     quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[1] + 0.5*t), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[1] - 0.5*t), (*j)(2) + 
(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                 } else if ( std::abs(vTrans[2]) < std::abs(vTrans [0]) && 
std::abs(vTrans[2]) < std::abs(vTrans[1])) 

                 {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                     quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[2] + 0.5*t) } ) ); 

                     quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(0.5)*t*vTrans[2] - 0.5*t) } ) ); 

                 }  
             } 
            //create quad_hexahedron and add it to the structural model 
            auto compPtr = mSDModel.addGeometry(bso::utilities::geometry::quad_hexahedron( 

quadhexNodes)); 
            compPtr->addStructure(volStrct); 
 
            // create a rectangle rule set 
            auto sdRectangleRuleSet = new rule_set::sd_rectangle_rule(i.second); 
   mSDRectangleRules[i.first] = sdRectangleRuleSet; 
   sdRectangleRuleSet->assignLoadPanel(mLoadPanel); 
   sdRectangleRuleSet->addLoads(&mLoads); 
  } 
 } // end rectangle for loop 
 
    // -------------------------------- 

//Line Part 
 // -------------------------------- 
 
 for (const auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) 
 { // for each sd rectangle rule 
  for (const auto& j : i.first->cfLines()) 
  { // for each line associated to the rectangle associated to the rectangle rule 
   if (mSDLineRules.find(j) == mSDLineRules.end()); 
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   { // if it has not yet been added to the vector, add it 
    mSDLineRules[j] = new rule_set::sd_line_rule(mLineProperties[j]); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 for (const auto& i : mLineProperties) 
     { 
       //get nodes 
       std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> lineVertices = i.first->getVertices(); 
 
        //get center 
        bso::utilities::geometry::vertex centerPtr = i.first->getCenter(); 
        std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> quadhexNodes; 
        quadhexNodes.reserve(8); 
 
        for (const auto& j : lineVertices) 
        { 
            //create normalized vector from node to center 
            //vectorTrans = (xcenter-x1, ycenter-y1, zcenter-z1) 
            Eigen::Vector3d vTemp = centerPtr - j; 
            Eigen::Vector3d vTrans; 
            vTrans = vTemp.normalized(); 
 
            // create 4 points from each node using the normalized vector 
            if (std::abs(vTrans[0]) > std::abs(vTrans [1]) && std::abs(vTrans[0]) > 

 std::abs(vTrans[2])) 
            {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0]), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] + 0.5*t), j(2) + 
(0.5*t*vTrans[2] + 0.5*t) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0]), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] - 0.5*t), j(2) +  
(0.5*t*vTrans[2] + 0.5*t) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0]), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] + 0.5*t), j(2) +  
(0.5*t*vTrans[2] - 0.5*t) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0]), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] - 0.5*t), j(2) +  
(0.5*t*vTrans[2] - 0.5*t) } ) ); 

            } else if (std::abs(vTrans[1]) > std::abs(vTrans [0]) && std::abs(vTrans[1]) > 
 std::abs(vTrans[2])) 

            {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] + 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1]), j(2) + 
(0.5*t*vTrans[2] + 0.5*t) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] - 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1]), j(2) + 
(0.5*t*vTrans[2] + 0.5*t) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] + 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1]), j(2) + 

  (0.5*t*vTrans[2] - 0.5*t) } ) ); 
                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] - 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1]), j(2) +  
(0.5*t*vTrans[2] - 0.5*t) } ) ); 

            } else if ( std::abs(vTrans[2]) > std::abs(vTrans [0]) && std::abs(vTrans[2]) > 
 std::abs(vTrans[1])) 

            {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
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{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] + 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] + 0.5*t), 
j(2) + (0.5*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] - 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] + 0.5*t), 
j(2) + (0.5*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] + 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] - 0.5*t), 
j(2) + (0.5*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+(0.5*t*vTrans[0] - 0.5*t), j(1)+(0.5*t*vTrans[1] - 0.5*t), 
j(2) + (0.5*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

            }  
        } 
        //create quad_hexahedron from quad_hexNodes 
        auto compPtr = mSDModel.addGeometry(bso::utilities::geometry::quad_hexahedron( 

quadhexNodes)); 
        compPtr->addStructure(volStrct); 
    } 
 
    // -------------------------------- 
    // Vertices part 
    // -------------------------------- 
 
 for (const auto& i : mVertexProperties) 
 { 
  if (i.second->isSpaceCorner()) 
  { 
   //create 8  nodes 
   std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> quadhexNodes; 
            quadhexNodes.reserve(8); 
 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) + 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) + 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) + 0.5*t } ) ); 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) - 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) + 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) + 0.5*t } ) ); 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) + 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) - 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) + 0.5*t } ) ); 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) - 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) - 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) + 0.5*t } ) ); 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) + 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) + 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) - 0.5*t } ) ); 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) - 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) + 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) - 0.5*t } ) ); 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) + 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) - 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) - 0.5*t } ) ); 
            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( {(*i.first)(0) - 0.5*t, 

 (*i.first)(1) - 0.5*t, (*i.first)(2) - 0.5*t } ) ); 
 
   //create quadhex 
   auto compPtr = mSDModel.addGeometry(bso::utilities::geometry::quad_hexahedron( 

quadhexNodes)); 
            compPtr->addStructure(volStrct); 
            mSDVertexRules[i.first] = new rule_set::sd_vertex_rule(i.second); 
  } 
 } 
 
     // Apply rules to SD model 
 for (const auto& i : mSDVertexRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 for (const auto& i : mSDLineRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
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 for (const auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 mSDModel.setThickness(t); 
 mSDModel.setMeshSize(mMeshSize, true); 
 
 // delete the rules 
 for (auto& i : mSDVertexRules) delete i.second; 
 for (auto& i : mSDLineRules) delete i.second; 
 for (auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) delete i.second; 
 
 return mSDModel; 
} // partialvolume_sd_grammar 
 
void grammar::mReadPartialSDSettings(const std::string& fileName) 
{ 
    std::fstream input(fileName.c_str()); 
 if (!input.is_open()) 
 { 
  std::stringstream errorMessage; 
  errorMessage << "\nCould not read SD grammar settings, failed to open file:" 
      << fileName << "\n(bso/grammar/grammar_sd_specifics.cpp)"  

<< std::endl; 
  throw std::invalid_argument(errorMessage.str()); 
 } 
 
 std::string line; 
 boost::char_separator<char> sep(","); // defines what separates tokens in a string 
 typedef boost::tokenizer< boost::char_separator<char> > t_tokenizer; // settings for the 

 boost::tokenizer 
 char type_ID; // holds information about what type of information is described by the 

 line currently read 
 
 while(!input.eof()) 
 { 
  getline(input, line); // get the next line from the file 
  boost::algorithm::trim(line); // remove white space from start and end of line (to 

 see if it is an empty line, remove any incidental white space) 
  if (line == "") //skip empty lines (tokenizer does not like it) 
  { 
   continue; // continue to next line 
  } 
  t_tokenizer tok(line, sep); // tokenize the line 
  t_tokenizer::iterator token = tok.begin(); // set iterator to first token 
 
  try 
  { 
   type_ID = bso::utilities::trim_and_cast_char(*token); ++token; // interpret 

 first token as type ID 
  } 
  catch (std::exception& e) 
  { 
   continue; 
  } 
 
  switch (type_ID) 
  { 
            case 'D': 
            { // live load 
                // do not break, continue to 'D' same implementation 
            } 
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BSO Toolbox / grammars / sd_grammars  / partialvolume2_sd_grammar.cpp 

The structural design grammar that is used to create a structural design model with several quad hexahedron 

components for each rectangle, without extending the volume of the conformal model. 

 

            case 'E': 
            { // wind load 
                std::string loadCaseName = *token; ++token; 
                boost::algorithm::trim(loadCaseName); 
                structural_design::component::load_case lc(loadCaseName); 
 
                double magnitude = utilities::trim_and_cast_double(*token); ++token; 
                double azimuth = utilities::trim_and_cast_double(*token); ++token; 
                double altitude = utilities::trim_and_cast_double(*token); ++token; 
                utilities::geometry::vector direction(std::make_pair(azimuth,altitude)); 
                direction.normalize(); 
 
                std::string loadType = *token; 
                boost::algorithm::trim(loadType); 
 
                for (unsigned int i = 0; i < 3; ++i) 
                { 
                    if (abs(direction(i)) > 1e-9) 
                    { 
                        mLoads.insert({loadType,structural_design::component::load( 
                            lc,magnitude*direction(i),i)}); 
                    } 
                } 
                break; 
            } 
        } 
    } // end of file 
 
    input.close(); 
} // mReadPartialSDSettings 
 
} // namespace grammar 
} // namespace bso 
 
#endif // BSO_GRAMMAR_PARTIALVOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 

#ifndef BSO_GRAMMAR_PARTIALVOLUME2_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 
#define BSO_GRAMMAR_PARTIALVOLUME2_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP 
 
#include <bso/utilities/trim_and_cast.hpp> 
 
#include <boost/algorithm/string.hpp> 
 
#include <fstream> 
#include <stdexcept> 
#include <sstream> 
 
namespace bso { namespace grammar { 
class PARTIALVOLUME2_SD_GRAMMAR; 
 
template <> 
structural_design::sd_model grammar::sd_grammar<PARTIALVOLUME2_SD_GRAMMAR>(const 
std::string& fileName, const double& Emodulus /*= 30000 */, const double& poisson /*= 0.3 */, 
 const double& thickness /*= 800 */, const double& meshsize/*= 400*/) 
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{ 
 // initialize a new SD model 
 mSDModel = bso::structural_design::sd_model(); 
 
 //------------------------------------------- 
 // assign the structural design settings 
 //------------------------------------------- 
 mSDWallProperties.clear(); 
 mSDFloorProperties.clear(); 
 mSDSpaceProperties.clear(); 
 mLoadPanel = structural_design::component::structure(); 
 mLoads.clear(); 
 
 // read the structural design settings 
 this->mReadPartial2SDSettings(fileName); 
 
 //Properties 
 double E = Emodulus; 
 double v = poisson; 
 double t = thickness; //thickness in [mm] 
 long ID = 1; 
 mMeshSize = meshsize; 
 structural_design::component::structure volStrct("quad_hexahedron",{ {"E",E}, 

 {"poisson",v} }); 
 
 // -------------------------------- 
 //Rectangle Part 
 // -------------------------------- 
 
 for (const auto& i : mRectangleProperties) 
 { 
  if (i.second->isSpaceSeparating()) 
  { 
      std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_cuboid*> recCuboids = i.first- 

>cfCuboids(); 
            bso::utilities::geometry::vertex recCenter = i.first->getCenter(); 
            std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_line*> recLines = i.first- 

>cfLines(); 
            std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_vertex*> recVertices = i.first- 

>cfVertices(); 
 
            for (const auto& m : recCuboids) 
            { 
                // vector with to be created nodes for quad hexahedron sd component 
                std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> quadhexNodes; 
                bso::utilities::geometry::vertex cuboidCenter = m->getCenter(); 
                Eigen::Vector3d vCuboidSide = cuboidCenter - recCenter; 
 
                for (const auto j : recVertices) 
                { 
                    std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_line*> verticeLines = j- 

>cfLines(); 
                    std::vector<Eigen::Vector3d> vectorLines; 
                    for (const auto k : recLines) 
                    { 
                        for (const auto l : verticeLines) 
                        { 
                            if (k->isSameAs(*l)) 
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                            { 
                                //vectorTrans = (xcenter-x1, ycenter-y1, zcenter-z1) 
                                Eigen::Vector3d tempVector = l->getCenter() - *j; 
                                vectorLines.push_back(tempVector); 
                            } 
                        } 
                    } 
                    // Calculate two displaced notes for each node in the rectangle 
                    // get normalized vectors of matching lines 
                    // add sqrt(2)*thickness*normalize(Sum of  vectors) to original node 
                    Eigen::Vector3d vTemp = (vectorLines[0] + vectorLines[1]); 
                    Eigen::Vector3d vTrans = vTemp.normalized(); 
 
                    // add nodes to quadexNodes 
                    // create 2 points from each node using the normalized vector 
                    if (std::abs(vTrans[0]) < std::abs(vTrans [1]) && std::abs(vTrans[0]) < 

 std::abs(vTrans[2])) 
                    {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                        if (vCuboidSide[0]>0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0] + t), 
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) + 
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                        } else if (vCuboidSide[0]<0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0] - t),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

   quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                        } 
                    } else if (std::abs(vTrans[1]) < std::abs(vTrans [0]) && 

 std::abs(vTrans[1]) < std::abs(vTrans[2])) 
                    {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                        if (vCuboidSide[1]>0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1] + t), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                        } else if (vCuboidSide[1]<0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1] - t), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
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{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2]) } ) ); 

                        } 
                    } else if ( std::abs(vTrans[2]) < std::abs(vTrans [0]) && 

 std::abs(vTrans[2]) < std::abs(vTrans[1])) 
                    {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                        if (vCuboidSide[2]>0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2] + t) } ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2] ) } ) ); 

                        } else if (vCuboidSide[2]<0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2] - t) } ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*j)(0)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[0]),  
(*j)(1)+(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[1]), (*j)(2) +  
(std::sqrt(2.0)*t*vTrans[2] ) } ) ); 

                        } 
                    }  
                } 
                //create quad_hexahedron and add it to the structural model 
                auto compPtr = mSDModel.addGeometry(bso::utilities::geometry:: 

quad_hexahedron(quadhexNodes)); 
                compPtr->addStructure(volStrct); 
            } 
 
            // create a rectangle rule set 
            auto sdRectangleRuleSet = new rule_set::sd_rectangle_rule(i.second); 
   mSDRectangleRules[i.first] = sdRectangleRuleSet; 
   sdRectangleRuleSet->assignLoadPanel(mLoadPanel); 
   sdRectangleRuleSet->addLoads(&mLoads); 
  } 
 } // end rectangle for loop 
 
    // -------------------------------- 
 //Line Part 
 // -------------------------------- 
 
 for (const auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) 
 { // for each sd rectangle rule 
  for (const auto& j : i.first->cfLines()) 
  { // for each line associated to the rectangle associated to the rectangle rule 
   if (mSDLineRules.find(j) == mSDLineRules.end()); 
   { // if it has not yet been added to the vector, add it 
    mSDLineRules[j] = new rule_set::sd_line_rule(mLineProperties[j]); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
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 for (const auto& i : mLineProperties) 
    { 
        //get nodes 
        std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> lineVertices = i.first->getVertices(); 
        std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_rectangle*> lineRectangles = i.first- 

>cfRectangles(); 
        std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_cuboid*> lineCuboids = i.first- 

>cfCuboids(); 
 
        //get center 
        bso::utilities::geometry::vertex lineCenter = i.first->getCenter(); 
 
        for (const auto& k : lineCuboids) 
        { 
            std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> quadhexNodes; 
            quadhexNodes.reserve(8); 
 
            bso::utilities::geometry::vertex cuboidCenter = k->getCenter(); 
            for (const auto& j : lineVertices) 
            { 
                //create normalized vector from node to cuboid center 
                //vectorTrans = (xcenter-x1, ycenter-y1, zcenter-z1) 
                Eigen::Vector3d vCubCent = cuboidCenter - j; 
                Eigen::Vector3d vLineCent = lineCenter - j; 
 
                // create 4 points from each node using the direction of the vector 
                if (std::abs(vLineCent[0]) > std::abs(vLineCent [1]) && 

 std::abs(vLineCent[0]) > std::abs(vLineCent[2]) ) 
                { 
                    if (vLineCent[0] > 0) 
                    { 
                        if (vCubCent[1] > 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
         {j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[1] > 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[1] < 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
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{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        }else if (vCubCent[1] < 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } 
                    } else if (vLineCent[0] < 0 ) 
                    { 
                        if (vCubCent[1] > 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[1] > 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[1] < 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        }else if (vCubCent[1] < 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } 
                    } 
                } else if (std::abs(vLineCent[1]) > std::abs(vLineCent [0]) && 
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std::abs(vLineCent[1]) > std::abs(vLineCent[2]) ) 
                {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                    if (vLineCent[1] > 0) 
                    { 
                        if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 

                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 
{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 

                        } else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        }else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } 
                    } else if (vLineCent[1] < 0 ) 
                    { 
                        if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 
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                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 

                        } else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[2] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        }else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[2] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } 
                    } 
                } else if ( std::abs(vLineCent[2]) > std::abs(vLineCent [0]) && 

 std::abs(vLineCent[2]) > std::abs(vLineCent[1]) ) 
                {   //+/- in two direction, third direction stays the same 
                    if (vLineCent[2] > 0) 
                    { 
                        if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[1] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                             quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[1] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[1] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
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                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 

                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)+t} ) ); 

                        }else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[1] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)+t} ) ); 
                        } 
                    } else if (vLineCent[2] < 0 ) 
                    { 
                        if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[1] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[0] > 0 && vCubCent[1] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)+t, j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[1] > 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)+t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                        } else if (vCubCent[0] < 0 && vCubCent[1] < 0) 
                        { 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1), j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0), j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
                            quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{j(0)-t, j(1)-t, j(2)-t} ) ); 
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                        } 
                    } 
                }  
            }//end loop vertices of line 
        //create quad_hexahedron from quad_hexNodes 
        auto compPtr = mSDModel.addGeometry(bso::utilities::geometry::quad_hexahedron 

(quadhexNodes)); 
        compPtr->addStructure(volStrct); 
        }//end loop cuboids of line 
    } 
 
    // -------------------------------- 
    // Vertices part 
    // -------------------------------- 
 for (const auto& i : mVertexProperties) 
 { 
  if (i.second->isSpaceCorner()) 
  { 
            std::vector<bso::spatial_design::conformal::cf_cuboid*> vertCuboids = i.first- 

>cfCuboids(); 
 
            for (const auto& j : vertCuboids) 
            { 
                std::vector<bso::utilities::geometry::vertex> quadhexNodes; 
                quadhexNodes.reserve(8); 
 
                bso::utilities::geometry::vertex cuboidCenter = j->getCenter(); 
                Eigen::Vector3d vCuboidSide = cuboidCenter - (*i.first); 
 
                if (vCuboidSide[0]>0 && vCuboidSide[1]>0 && vCuboidSide[2]>0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                } else if (vCuboidSide[0]<0 && vCuboidSide[1]>0 && vCuboidSide[2]>0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
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                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 

                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 

                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 

                } else if (vCuboidSide[0]>0 && vCuboidSide[1]<0 && vCuboidSide[2]>0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex( 

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                } else if (vCuboidSide[0]>0 && vCuboidSide[1]>0 && vCuboidSide[2]<0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                } else if (vCuboidSide[0]<0 && vCuboidSide[1]<0 && vCuboidSide[2]>0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) + t } ) ); 
quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  
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{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                } else if (vCuboidSide[0]<0 && vCuboidSide[1]>0 && vCuboidSide[2]<0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) + t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                } else if (vCuboidSide[0]>0 && vCuboidSide[1]<0 && vCuboidSide[2]<0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) + t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                } else if (vCuboidSide[0]<0 && vCuboidSide[1]<0 && vCuboidSide[2]<0) 
                { 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2)} ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) - t } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1) - t, (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0) - t, (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                    quadhexNodes.push_back(bso::utilities::geometry::vertex(  

{(*i.first)(0), (*i.first)(1), (*i.first)(2) } ) ); 
                } 
 
                //create quadhex 
                auto compPtr = mSDModel.addGeometry(bso::utilities::geometry:: 
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quad_hexahedron(quadhexNodes)); 
                compPtr->addStructure(volStrct); 
                mSDVertexRules[i.first] = new rule_set::sd_vertex_rule(i.second); 
            } 
  } 
 } 
 
    // Apply rules to SD model 
 for (const auto& i : mSDVertexRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 for (const auto& i : mSDLineRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 for (const auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) i.second->apply(mSDModel); 
 mSDModel.setThickness(t); 
 mSDModel.setMeshSize(mMeshSize, true); 
 
 // delete the rules 
 for (auto& i : mSDVertexRules) delete i.second; 
 for (auto& i : mSDLineRules) delete i.second; 
 for (auto& i : mSDRectangleRules) delete i.second; 
 
 return mSDModel; 
} // partialvolume_sd_grammar 
 
void grammar::mReadPartial2SDSettings(const std::string& fileName) 
{ 
    std::fstream input(fileName.c_str()); 
 if (!input.is_open()) 
 { 
  std::stringstream errorMessage; 
  errorMessage << "\nCould not read SD grammar settings, failed to open file:" 
        << fileName << "\n(bso/grammar/grammar_sd_specifics.cpp)"  

<< std::endl; 
  throw std::invalid_argument(errorMessage.str()); 
 } 
 
 std::string line; 
 boost::char_separator<char> sep(","); // defines what separates tokens in a string 
 typedef boost::tokenizer< boost::char_separator<char> > t_tokenizer; // settings for the 

 boost::tokenizer 
 char type_ID; // holds information about what type of information is described by the 

 line currently read 
 
 while(!input.eof()) 
 { 
  getline(input, line); // get the next line from the file 
  boost::algorithm::trim(line); // remove white space from start and end of line (to 

 see if it is an empty line, remove any incidental white space) 
  if (line == "") //skip empty lines (tokenizer does not like it) 
  { 
   continue; // continue to next line 
  } 
  t_tokenizer tok(line, sep); // tokenize the line 
  t_tokenizer::iterator token = tok.begin(); // set iterator to first token 
 
  try 
  { 
   type_ID = bso::utilities::trim_and_cast_char(*token); ++token; // interpret 

 first token as type ID 
  } 
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Appendix J.3.  Example code 

In this section an example of how the toolbox can perform a topology optimisation to create a structural design 

solution for a simple building design. This section provides the code of a main function, several input files and 

instructions on how to compile and run the code. More detailed instructions on installing can be found in the online 

repository (Boonstra & Hofmeyer, 2020). The input files necessary for this example code should be placed in a 

directory as follows: 

  catch (std::exception& e) 
  { 
   continue; 
  } 
 
  switch (type_ID) 
  { 
            case 'D': 
            { // live load 
                // do not break, continue to 'D' same implementation 
            } 
            case 'E': 
            { // wind load 
                std::string loadCaseName = *token; ++token; 
                boost::algorithm::trim(loadCaseName); 
                structural_design::component::load_case lc(loadCaseName); 
 
                double magnitude = utilities::trim_and_cast_double(*token); ++token; 
                double azimuth = utilities::trim_and_cast_double(*token); ++token; 
                double altitude = utilities::trim_and_cast_double(*token); ++token; 
                utilities::geometry::vector direction(std::make_pair(azimuth,altitude)); 
                direction.normalize(); 
 
                std::string loadType = *token; 
                boost::algorithm::trim(loadType); 
 
                for (unsigned int i = 0; i < 3; ++i) 
                { 
                    if (abs(direction(i)) > 1e-9) 
                    { 
                        mLoads.insert({loadType,structural_design::component::load( 
                            lc,magnitude*direction(i),i)}); 
                    } 
                } 
                break; 
            } 
        } 
    } // end of file 
 
        input.close(); 
} // mReadPartialSDSettings 
 
} // namespace grammar 
} // namespace bso 
 
#endif // BSO_GRAMMAR_PARTIALVOLUME2_SD_GRAMMAR_CPP  
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Mainfile of the example when using the flat shell grammar. Filename: main_fsg.cpp  

 

#include <bso/spatial_design/ms_building.hpp> 
#include <bso/spatial_design/cf_building.hpp> 
#include <bso/utilities/geometry.hpp> 
#include <bso/structural_design/sd_model.hpp> 
#include <bso/visualization/visualization.hpp> 
#include <bso/grammar/grammar.hpp> 
 
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
    // initialize a movable sizable model named msBuilding 
    bso::spatial_design::ms_building msBuilding("ms_fsg.txt"); 
 
    // convert the msBuilding into a conformal building named cfBuilding 
    bso::spatial_design::cf_building cfBuilding(msBuilding); 
 
    // create an instance of the grammar base class named gram using cfBuilding 
    bso::grammar::grammar gram(cfBuilding); 
 
    // to create a structural design named sdBuilding, the structural design flat shell 

// grammar DEFAULT_SD_GRAMMAR is used to create an SD model  with flat shells, beams and 
// trusses using the settings as defined in sd_settings_fsg_vg.txt 

    bso::structural_design::sd_model sdBuilding = gram.sd_grammar 
<bso::grammar::DEFAULT_SD_GRAMMAR>(std::string("sd_settings_fsg_vg.txt")); 

 
    // analyze the structural model 
    sdBuilding.analyze(); 
 
    // optimize the structural model sdBuilding with a chosen TO method, volume fraction, 

// rmin, penalisation factor, xmove, and a tolerance 
    sdBuilding.topologyOptimization("robust",0.500,330.0,3.0, 0.2, 1e-2); 
 
    // output results of the proposed structural design solution 
    std::cout << "Total Strain Energy: \t" << sdBuilding.getTotalResults().mTotalStrainEnergy 

 << std::endl; 
    std::cout << "Total Stuctural Volume: \t"  

 << sdBuilding.getTotalResults().mTotalStructuralVolume << std::endl; 
 
    // visualize the msBuilding, the components and elements of the SD model, the strain 

// energies and the densities 
 bso::visualization::initVisualization(argc,argv); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(msBuilding, "spaces","Visualization of ms building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "component", "Components of sd building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "element", "Elements of sd building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "strain_energy", "Strain energy"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "density", "Topology optimisation results"); 

bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "density", "Topology optimisation results", 
true, {{{0,0,0},{1,0,0}},{{1501,1501,0},{0,1,0}}}); 

 bso::visualization::endVisualization(); 
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Mainfile of the example when using the volume grammar. Filename: main_vg.cpp  

 
 

 

 
 return 0; 
} 

#include <bso/spatial_design/ms_building.hpp> 
#include <bso/spatial_design/cf_building.hpp> 
#include <bso/utilities/geometry.hpp> 
#include <bso/structural_design/sd_model.hpp> 
#include <bso/visualization/visualization.hpp> 
#include <bso/grammar/grammar.hpp> 
 
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
    // initialize a movable sizable model named msBuilding 
    bso::spatial_design::ms_building msBuilding("ms_vg_pvg.txt"); 
 
    // convert the msBuilding into a conformal building named cfBuilding 
    bso::spatial_design::cf_building cfBuilding(msBuilding); 
 
    // create an instance of the grammar base class named gram using cfBuilding 
    bso::grammar::grammar gram(cfBuilding); 
 
    // to create a structural design named sdBuilding, the structural design volume grammar 

// VOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR is used to create an SD Model with solid quad hexahedron components 
// using the settings as defined in sd_settings_fsg_vg.txt 

    bso::structural_design::sd_model sdBuilding = gram.sd_grammar<bso::grammar 
::VOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR>(std::string("sd_settings_fsg_vg.txt")); 

 
    // analyze the structural model 
    sdBuilding.analyze(); 
 
    // optimize the structural model sdBuilding with a chosen TO method, volume fraction, 

// rmin, penalisation factor, xmove, and a tolerance 
    sdBuilding.topologyOptimization("robust",0.325,330.0,3.0, 0.2, 1e-2); 
 
    // output results of the proposed structural design solution 
    std::cout << "Total Strain Energy: \t" << sdBuilding.getTotalResults().mTotalStrainEnergy 

 << std::endl; 
    std::cout << "Total Stuctural Volume: \t"  

 << sdBuilding.getTotalResults().mTotalStructuralVolume << std::endl; 
 
    // visualize the msBuilding, the components and elements of the SD model, the strain 

// energies and the densities 
 bso::visualization::initVisualization(argc,argv); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(msBuilding, "spaces","Visualization of ms building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "component", "Components of sd building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "element", "Elements of sd building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "strain_energy", "Strain energy"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "density", "Topology optimisation results"); 

bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "density", "Topology optimisation results", 
true, {{{0,0,0},{1,0,0}},{{1501,1501,0},{0,1,0}}}); 

 bso::visualization::endVisualization(); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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Mainfile of the example when using the partial volume grammar. Filename: main_pvg.cpp  

Note that it is important that an even number of elements is created over the thickness of a component. 

 
 

 

#include <bso/spatial_design/ms_building.hpp> 
#include <bso/spatial_design/cf_building.hpp> 
#include <bso/utilities/geometry.hpp> 
#include <bso/structural_design/sd_model.hpp> 
#include <bso/visualization/visualization.hpp> 
#include <bso/grammar/grammar.hpp> 
 
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
    // initialize a movable sizable model named msBuilding 
    bso::spatial_design::ms_building msBuilding("ms_vg_pvg.txt"); 
 
    // convert the msBuilding into a conformal building named cfBuilding 
    bso::spatial_design::cf_building cfBuilding(msBuilding); 
 
    // create an instance of the grammar base class named gram using cfBuilding 
    bso::grammar::grammar gram(cfBuilding); 
 
    // to create a structural design named sdBuilding, the structural design partial volume 

// grammar PARTIALVOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR is used to create an SD Model with hollow sectioned 
// quad hexahedron components using the settings as defined in sd_settings_pvg.txt 

    // the other input uses are values for the E-modulus, Poisson's ratio, thickness [mm] and 
// mesh size [mm]  

    bso::structural_design::sd_model sdBuilding = gram.sd_grammar<bso::grammar 
::PARTIALVOLUME_SD_GRAMMAR>(std::string("sd_settings_pvg.txt"),30000.0, 0.3, 
600.0, 300.0); 

 
    // analyze the structural model 
    sdBuilding.analyze(); 
 
    // optimize the structural model sdBuilding with a chosen TO method, volume fraction, 

// rmin, penalisation factor, xmove, and a tolerance 
    sdBuilding.topologyOptimization("robust",0.30,330.0,3.0, 0.2, 1e-2); 
 
    // output results of the proposed structural design solution 
    std::cout << "Total Strain Energy: \t" << sdBuilding.getTotalResults().mTotalStrainEnergy 

 << std::endl; 
    std::cout << "Total Stuctural Volume: \t"  

 << sdBuilding.getTotalResults().mTotalStructuralVolume << std::endl; 
 
 
    // visualize the msBuilding, the components and elements of the SD model, the strain 

// energies and the densities 
 bso::visualization::initVisualization(argc,argv); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(msBuilding, "spaces","Visualization of ms building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "component", "Components of sd building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "element", "Elements of sd building"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "strain_energy", "Strain energy"); 
 bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "density", "Topology optimisation results"); 

bso::visualization::visualize(sdBuilding, "density", "Topology optimisation results", 
true, {{{-300,0,0},{1,0,0}},{{1501,1501,0},{0,1,0}}}); 

 bso::visualization::endVisualization(); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
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Building spatial design input file when using the flat shell grammar. Filename: ms_fsg.txt 

 
 

Building spatial design input file when using the volume grammar or partial volume grammar. Filename: 
ms_vg_pvg.txt 

 
 

Input file for the structural design grammar when using the flat shell grammar or volume grammar. File name: 
sd_settings_fsg_vg.txt 

 

# width(x), depth(y), height(z), x-coord, y-coord, z-coord, surface categories 
R,1,3000,3000,3000,0,0,0,F,F,F,F,F,F 
R,2,3000,3000,3000,0,0,3000,F,F,F,F,F,F 

# width(x), depth(y), height(z), x-coord, y-coord, z-coord, surface categories 
R,1,3000,3000,3000,0,0,0,V,V,V,V,V,V 
R,2,3000,3000,3000,0,0,3000,V,V,V,V,V,V 

# Settings assignment of space settings 
# type_ID, Space_Set_ID (see BP_Settings) 
A,  , quad_hexahedron, 1 
A, T, quad_hexahedron, 1 
A, B, quad_hexahedron, 1 
A, F, quad_hexahedron, 1 
 
# type_ID_1, type_ID_2, Assigned type wall,  Assigned type_ID wall, 
assigned_type_floor, assigned type_ID floor 
B,  ,   ,  none,   -,  flat_shell,  1 
B,  ,  T,  truss,   1,  flat_shell,  1 
B,  ,  B,  beam,   1,  flat_shell,  1 
B,  ,  F,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B,  ,  E,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B,  ,  G,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, T,  T,  truss,   1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, T,  B,  beam,   1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, T,  F,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, T,  E,  truss,   1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, T,  G,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, B,  B,  beam,   1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, B,  F,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, B,  E,  beam,   1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, B,  G,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, F,  F,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, F,  E,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
B, F,  G,  flat_shell,  1,  flat_shell,  1 
 
#mesh settings, number of element divisions to be made: 
C, 10 
 
# live loading on each floor 
# load case[-], load [N/mm²], azimuth [], altitude[], type (optional) 
D, 1,  0.005,  0,  -90,  live_load 
 
# live loading on each external surface 
#  load_case[-], load [N/mm²], azimuth [°], altitude[°], type (optional) 
E, 2,  0.001,   0,   0,  wind_pressure 
E, 2,  0.0004,   0,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 2,  0.0008,   0,   0,  wind_suction 
E, 3,  0.001,   90,   0,  wind_pressure 
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Input file for the structural design grammar when using the partial volume grammar. File name: 
sd_settings_pvg.txt 

 
 

To compile the example code, the compiler instructions defined in the following make file should be used. Filename: 
makefile 

 

E, 3,  0.0004,  90,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 3,  0.0008,  90,   0,  wind_suction 
E, 4,  0.001,  180,   0,  wind_pressure 
E, 4,  0.0004,  180,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 4,  0.0008,  180,   0,  wind_suction 
E, 5,  0.001,  270,   0,  wind_pressure 
E, 5,  0.0004,  270,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 5,  0.0008,  270,   0,  wind_suction 
 
#truss_properties, ID,  A [mm²], E [N/mm²],  
F,   1,  2250,  30000 
 
#beam_properties, ID,  b [mm],  h [mm],  E [N/mm²], v [-] 
G,  1,  150,  150,  30000,  0.3 
 
#flat_shell_properties, ID,  t [mm],  E [N/mm²], v [-] 
H,  1,  300,  30000,  0.3 
 
#quad_hexahedron_properties,  ID, E [N/mm²], v [-], 
I,  1,  30000,  0.3  
 

# Settings assignment of space settings 
# live loading on each floor 
# load case[-], load [N/mm²], azimuth [], altitude[], type (optional) 
D, 1,  0.005,  0,  -90,  live_load 
 
# live loading on each external surface 
#  load_case[-], load [N/mm²], azimuth [°], altitude[°], type (optional) 
E, 2,  0.001,  0,   0,  wind_pressure 
E, 2,  0.0004,  0,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 2,  0.0008,  0,   0,  wind_suction 
E, 3,  0.001,  90,   0,  wind_pressure 
E, 3,  0.0004,  90,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 3,  0.0008,  90,   0,  wind_suction 
E, 4,  0.001,  180,   0,  wind_pressure 
E, 4,  0.0004,  180,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 4,  0.0008,  180,   0,  wind_suction 
E, 5,  0.001,  270,   0,  wind_pressure 
E, 5,  0.0004,  270,   0,  wind_shear 
E, 5,  0.0008,  270,   0,  wind_suction 

#specify location of libraries 
BOOST   = /usr/include/boost 
EIGEN   = /usr/include/eigen 
BSO     = /usr/include/bso_toolbox 
ALL_LIB = -I$(BOOST) -I$(EIGEN) -I$(BSO) 
 
#compiler settings 
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CPP    = g++ -std=c++14 
FLAGS  = -O3 -march=native -lglut -lGL -lGLU -lpthread  -fopenmp 
 
#specify files to be compiled 
MAIN_FSG = main_fsg.cpp 
MAIN_PVG = main_pvg.cpp 
MAIN_VG = main_vg.cpp 
 
.PHONY: cls clean main_fsg main_pvg main_vg 
 
# definition of arguments for make command 
# this argument clears the screen, so that it is easier to find the beginning of the  

compiler output 
cls: 
 @clear 
 @clear 
# these arguments call compile and compile executables main_fsg, main_pvg or main_vg 
main_fsg: 
 $(CPP) -o main_fsg $(ALL_LIB) $(MAIN_FSG) $(FLAGS) 
main_pvg: 
 $(CPP) -o main_pvg $(ALL_LIB) $(MAIN_PVG) $(FLAGS) 
main_vg: 
 $(CPP) -o main_vg $(ALL_LIB) $(MAIN_VG) $(FLAGS) 
# this argument removes previously compiled executables 
clean: 
 @rm -f main_fsg 
 @rm -f main_pvg 
 @rm -f main_vg 


